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THE WEEKLY. 
WE WANI AGENTS. 
Th~ Publishers of the WEEKLY have decided to offer morelt'b-
er~'l terms than ever to agents who will canvass for subscriptions. 
TMy have turned over anew leaf, and are determined to place the 
'paper in the hands of as many teachers as they can reach by 
competent agents. Write to us for terms. If you already have 
them, write again, and get better terms. It will pa, YO!J to can-
vass. ,There have been agonizing efforts put forth by interested 
parties to injure the rpeutation of this paper, and to build up a 
hybrid "stock concern" u'pon its ruins. There have also been 
some overtures made for a union with the National Journal oj 
Education. But we are happy to say that the banner still floats 
over the office of THE EDUCATIONAL WEEKLY, and there it will 
continue to float. One year ago the paper fell into the fiands of 
its present publishers. , The net profits during the year, ' ab0ve 
all expe~ses, have been a little over $r,ooo. HItherto the paper 
has pursued in, some respects a questionable policy. But friends 
and foes have alike come to know about what to expect, and 10 
the future there will be no vascillating or uncertain policy. There 
will be one man at the helm, and the same man all the time. The 
paper will be' published for him and not Jor its editors, subscrib-
ers, or advertisers . . He flatters ):limself that his judgment and 
experience are competent to the demand for a sober, respectable, 
and interesting journal. Now we want thqse who are interested 
in the cause w)lich, it represents to act as if they were interested. 
If ~you want a good, live paper, take hold and help extend its cir-
culation. Don't be all the time asking your neighbor if the 
WEEKLY is going to suspend, or i!i going to change hands, or is 
going to pursue some objectionable policy. It is going to 40 
none of these ~hings. It is going to keep on in the even tenor' 
of its way, improving ,and strengthening with age, and you who 
, are s10~ to ,believe it will by and by be sending.forbac~ numbers 
whel! it is too late to get them. Keep your names on our list, 
and 'send in the ' naines of y,0\;'r fellow tea· hers:. If 'ever ~he 
WEEKLY' ~as ' strong financially it is now,for it has this week 
swept away the last vestige of a most unjust and dangerous in-
cumbrance. It now breathes freely and is conscious of having 
taken a new lease of life. Stand by it- and you will not regret it., 
Ids yet going to'be the pride of every teacher and superinten.-
dent in the West, and don't youforgit it. 
But we intended only to say that we want agents. We mean 
to have them. The best men and women are none too good to 
,vork for the WEEKLY. Let us have your application for territo-
ry. We wil give you terms-cash terms-~hich you cannot de-
dine. Address tfs at once, and begin the canvass next week. . 
S. R. WINCHELL & Co . 
... 
=:::;::::::===== 
A high educational authority says that black-board pointers _ 
. "should be shod with a rubber hood." Why not have them 
hooded with a rubber shoe? 
Teachers are ordered to keep a list of foreign geographical 
names that are mispronounced. As the' Englisn pronunciatiQn 
of foteign geographical. names is purposely as different from the ', 
originals as English seamen and schoolmasters could possibly , 
make it, the list of mispronunciations would be valuable in the 
direction of pointing out what the English pronunciation of 
those words would be if it were not for the egotism~ arogranee, 
and contempt of all things foreign peculiar to fhe manufacturers -
of that conglomerate hash called th~ English langvage. 
"The cranium of woman is smaller than that ' of man. ' The 
weight of the average female brain has been estimated at fro~ 
five to six ounces less than that <;Jf the average male brain, and 
a general inferiority exists at every period of life. And not only 
is this the case, b;lt the size of the female brain is less than, that 
of the. male in proportion to .the size of her body, for whiie the 
. encephalon is ten per cent less than, that of the male, her total 
bodily weight is only eig~t per cent less." And yet the 'average 
woman is more likely to succeed as a teacher ,than the average \ 
man. Is it on account of the relative smallness of her b~in? 
Teachers are apt to mis\lnderstand and misuse the words i"f~c~' 
ft'ous and contagious: A writer in the current number- 01 the , 
Popu/~r Science Mo?ttlzly gives a neat definition' of the two ter.ms:· 
" Contagion," he says, "is direct infection, and in~ction indk 
rect contagion. When we wish to say that a disease may be co~­
veyed in articles of clothing etc., we say ifis infectious. When . 
we wish to say that a disease is produc.ed by personal c~ntaet 
with one suffering from it, and that the danger of catcliing . it is , 
increased by the closenesS of the intimacy, we say it is.conta- ," . 
gious. An ailment ina y be infeetious without being con tagious .• , , 
The Chicago 'J'imes is ventilating the sc~ool. ·buildings at , a 
. great rate. No doubt the heating and ventilation are impellfeet. 
I But is a perfect school house possible ? Was :t-here evel\ a schoo . , 
house, or poor-hause, or emigrant . ship th'at did not 'smell bad ? ' I 
Still, no doubt, improvement could be made in t!le models {or: 
new builq.ing and remodeling .tl.te,.old~ if such 'Welte, the dbjc:ct of ' 
"' - . .... "'. 
; 
, 
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the ventilation progressing in the columns of the Times. It is a 
pity that the intellectual atmosphere of these insti tutions can not 
be analyzed. Anybody can smell a smell, but he will indeed be 
a public benefactor who shall explode the foul air of nepotism, 
indifferentism, distrust, and fatuity that now pervades and op-
presses the school system of Chicago, and with an electric shock 
from his little pencil , restores the equilibrium of healthy good 
feeling and enthusiasm that once prevailed. 
"THERE is ·NO PEACE." 
A WRITER in the current number of the International Re-view, who boasts the historic name of John Jay, empties 
his scrap book and his apprehensions on tbe subject of the Ro-
man Catholic church in this conn try and its attitude of hostility 
toward our civil liberties in general and the public school system 
especially. He is particularly alarmed at the rapid growth iri 
numbers and wealth of the Catholic population, and the accu-
mulation of property in the lIlor/mam clutches of the Cathc;>lic 
institutions. In 1776, he states, the propor.tion of Catholics to 
the whole population w~ only 1-120; in 1790, 1-107; whereas 
-in 1878 it has reached the alarming figure of ji. When this 
vulgar fraction, by means of natural caqses or according to the 
differential calculus, shall have approximated the value of unity, 
or by an Irish bull shall have become improper, not the millen-
nium but the reign 'of anti-christ will be presumably at hand. 
Another source of grief to this blue Jay is that the birth-rate 
of foreigners in this country is disproportionately large. In 
Rhode Island, for example, the increase by parentage for ten 
years has been among natives a fraction over 12 per cent, and 
among the foreign population a fraction o~er 80 per cent. But 
whose fault is it? In this conneCtion 'would not the foreigners 
be justified in saying to their native friends and fellow citizens, 
"Go thou and do like wise!" And with self-complacency and 
unction they might add, 
"Increase and multiply was heaven's command, 
And thal's a text we plainly understand." 
But we fear our Jay bird has 'been caught with chaff and bird 
lime, the chaff of that jolly 'trapper, Father Hecker, and the 
lime of that ,blinking old decoy, Abbe McMasters. Our nest-
hid~ng and unnecessarily alarmed Jay takes his figures from the 
. Ca!hplic WiJrld and the. Freeman'.r Journal. Though their sta-
. tictics may be strictly correct they contain a fallacy that has es; 
caped the notice 'of our plaintive percher. What if more chil-
dren to the parent are born ,to foreigners in the East? Is that 
a1)y ct;iterion for the whole 'country? Is it not a fact that the 
disposition to co~e West is very strong among the young peo· 
pIe of native extraction, whereas it is the habit of foreigners, es , 
pecially the Irish, to hug; the Atlantic sea-bo:u;d? The people of 
_ the.East rear their families and send' them West to grow up with 
the, country, and the places of that generation in the East are , 
taken by the children of foreigners. Is there anyt~ing so alarm-
ing in this? The ruling spirit of the Yankee is to scatter; that 
of . the Germ~n and IrishmJ.n, except in so far as they have caught 
the infection of enterprise from the native, is to stick. Hence 
the birth-rate of New England during 'the past ten ye~rs is no 
evidence of what the Yankees can achieve under favorable circum-
stances. The most promising children of New England, during 
the past ten or twenty years, were born in Chicago and the coun-
try tributary to it. This F;;tther Hecker knows when he catches 
with the chaff of statistics the owls and jays of the East. 
. The weallh of Catholic institutions, though great, in the ag-
gregate, is not sufficient to cause anybody ' alarm. They need 
all they have and all they can get. These institutions are prin-
cipallyorphan asylums, hospitals, and academies. How the first 
two are supported the Lord doubtle~s knows; for, considering 
the 'magnitude of their work and the scantiness of their re-
sources, ho\v they . manage to exist and accumulate should 
be added to the mysteries of religion . T ile academies, 
however, are sup porte i chiefly by shoddy Protestants, who ' 
are too proud to send their children to the public schools. 
It would be :I. very m~an and mistaken soul that would begrudge 
support to the hospitals and orpJan asylums, or blame the Cath-
olics for the success of their academies. 
But wherein is the church wrong? In its attitude towards the 
public school>: The events of a bv week> indic.lte that the line 
of bJ.ttle :l.jaill3t the p:.tblic s:ho:>1 system is being formed. Arch· 
bi,hop William, of BJston In, reluctantly displayed colors that 
are practically host.ile. Bishop McCrosky of Louisville has' 
blown his bugle with no uncertain sound. Bishop Spaulding of 
Peoria is able, and undisguisedly hostile. If the new bishop of 
Chicago is of anti-p:lblic school prJclivities there willbe beautiful 
fighting along the whole line. Thifi state of things is i~evf.t:able 
but deplorable. It will result in damlge to the church 10 every 
conceivable manner, It \vill weaken the f.lith of her children in 
the infallibility of a church which denounces what al ~ know to 
be the most b~ne(jcent· in5 ~ itution in the country. And when a 
Catholic loses his faith l~e 113.5 nothing left to tie to. The Prot-
estant of gJ:>d f~m ; ly Ins s:>::IJ.I an i bHine" in terests to engross 
him, and he ffiJ.Y, if he chJo;e3, releg.l:e his relisious duties to 
his female relative3. B:.tt th~ Catholic church know.> no com-
promises. A mll1 must go thro..lgh the motiJns, or aJZfzllulIl.z sit. 
Tilis action of th ~ church is wrong to the pJor of its fold in 
that it would deprive them of a gJod eduCltion. In the want 
of busin~ss coanection" SUC ll a3 PrJtest:ll1ts and Jew.> have to 
start them in life, the CJ.ti1olic youth are suffi ~iently lnndicapped 
without being sent out into the world witlnut en ucational drill, 
with wits to:> sharp for mlnull llbor and not disc iplined enough 
for the combinations and ·continuity of b:.tsine35. The church • 
is unkind to the poor dlughters of its f.>ld in. attempting to break, 
dJwn the system which, through the opportunity of teaching in 
these schools, gives those young ladies a chance to rise socially 
to the plane of their co-religionists and other acquaintances of 
wealthier p3.rentage. There are five thou,and StIch girls in the 
schools ,of Chicago as pupils, looking forward with hope and 
pride to the time when they too will be teachers. 
The church is unwise in this asslult; for the Catholics of the 
principJ.I cities are virtually in pJssession of the schools now, 
and the fight over them will be essentially acivil war, a family 
feud. Protestants have neither the nerve nor the polemical skill 
to fight the church; the battle IllU,t be between liberal Catholics 
and' Ultramontanes, the worst of whom are the imbecile snob3 
who call themselves "American Kahtholics." The Catholic pol-
iticians, male and female, run the schools now. They have taken 
them as the Greeks took Troy, by stratagem. They moved their 
wooden horse into Chicago in 1877 ; but alas! it turned out 
to be a wooden --. They OU3t superintendents who would ap-
point and promote Catholic girls on their merits regardless of 
their religion, and appoint in their stead thing~ that will appoint 
and promote Catholic girls on the score of their religion irre-
spective of merit. 
Therefore tlie p,olicy Of the church is suicidal, and it ·will be 
inoperative as far as any ~jury to the schools is concerned- The 
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public school system is a train under full head way, and if the pa-
pal bull gets in front of it,so much the worse for the bull. "Whetll -
er the stone strikes the jug or the jug strikes the stone, it is all the 
same for the jug." The public school system is rock-rooted in 
the United States, and the Ultramontane jug will crash harmless· 
ly against it. 
THE LIBRARY. 
NEW BOOKS RECEIVED. 
A Short History 0./ G~r1llan Literature. By Prof. James K. Hosmel. Chi-
cago: Jansen, McClurg & Co. St. Luuis: G. I. Jones & Co. Price $2. 
A history comprising even a short account of the literature of 
Germany must of necessity be a ponderous work. 
The Teutonic mind is comprehensive of detail, and every Ger-
man author of note writes his score or more of books. Profes-
sor Hosmer attempts only to deal with belles-lettres, ,and divides 
his discussion of this division into the "11rst and second periods 
of bloom." 
The first period includes the history of the Nibelungen Lied 
and the epic of Gudrun, to which have been given the names of 
the German Iliad and Odyssey, since in character they resemble 
those great poems: The Minnesingers, the Mastersingers, Lu-
ther's place in literature, and the effec t of the Thirty Years War 
upon the polite litc:rature of Germany, are also' included in this 
division. 
The "second period of bloom" includes a review of the 
works of such men as Lessing and K.lopstock, and K.ant and 
Fichte, of Jean Pau~, and Herder, and WielaNd, and Heinrich 
. Heine, of GO'ethe and of Schiller. 
No foreign literature has so great an influence upon our liter-
ature as that of Germany. It is now quite generally concedeCi 
that m the line of metaphysics, German authors lead the literary 
world. But in even the department of belles·lettres they are at 
least on a par with' the English sp ~aking world, different though 
their style may be. Professor Hosmer has done good service in 
preparing this ,York. It comprises, necessarily, a great deal j but 
it is not confusingly minute. These 628 pages, including an ap-
pendixed system of notes and a full index, are worthy a place 
upon the reference table of the student or in the library of the 
general reader. Those who are, interested in the study of Ger-
man literature must acknowledge their value, and the casual read-
er will find much in them to entertain and instruct. 
LiTERARY NOTES. 
-Harper's Magazim for February contains the usual number of entertain-
ing artic1e~ , poems, stories, etc, and the Editor's Literary Record, Easy Chair, 
Historical Record, and Editor's Drawer. 
-The School Bull~ti" publishers show signs of prosperity in their an · 
nouncement that "the largest job office in Syracuse has been purchased and 
refilted expressly for the pnnting of t1!-e School Bulletin Publications." The 
January issue of the paper is prin' ed on new type. 
-The Saturday Magazine, January 10, discards its engrave:!. cover, and 
appears in a plain tinted cover, without a single advertisement. This excel-
lent magazine with this number loses its accomplished editor, Mr. Fred. B. 
Perkins, who, in his parting note, implies that the magazine will be discon. 
tinued. 
-"Still they come I" The last one from tire city of great enterprises-
Chic. ago. It is called "The Western Educational Journal/ monthly, 50 cents, 
, yearly." In size about half as large as the WEEKLY. I_ts aim is "to fill the 
RDsition of a teacher's trade journal" (whatever that may be), and "will be 
il}valuable to all who hllve charge .of furnishing schools with their supplies, of 
every descripti<,>n.'! The pub!ish~r is evidently bent, o~ bUsiness. 
-The January number of the U. S. Official Postal Guide makes a book 
of about 6~0 pages, containing many features which render it indispensable 
to all who wish clear and accurate information about all matters connected _ 
with the Postal Service. It contains Alphabetical Lists-
I. Of all Post Offices in the United Slates, with County and State. 
2 . Of Post Offices arranged by States. 
3. Of Post Offices arranged by States and Counties, with the geographical 
position of the Counties. 
4. Of the M.oney-Order Offices, Domestic and International. 
5. Of Post Offices of the first, second, and third class, with salaries. 
6. Of Counties, and a list of Letter·Carrier Offices. 
7. Of Canadian Money·Order Offices. Information about Mailable Matter. 
Full directions about Money-Orders and Registered Letters. Rates of For-
eign and Domestic Postage. Sailing of Mail Steamers. Latest Rulings of 
the P. O. Department. All needed Information about Postal Matters. , 
All the~e make the January number indispensable to business men, and to 
aU who use the Post Office to any considerable extent. Price: in paper, $1.00; 
in cloth, $1.50. Can be procured of Postmasters, Booksellers, and News 
Dealers, or of the Publishers, HOUGHTON, OSGOOD & CO., Boston, Mass. 
- The Cont~mporal"lI Review, Fortnightly R~view, Nineteent" Century,. at " f 
20 cents a number, are the cheapest magazines published in this or a11Y other 
country. The English editions of these works are 75 cents a number and well 
worth the price; but Munro's reprints are ·in every way equal to the originals, 
and in the opinion of some, superior. The paper is heavy and firm, the type 
large and clear, and the contents of course are exact reproductions of the 
originals. For preservation and cheapness of bindIDg the American edition 
is more convenient than the E nglish, since a greater quantity of matter 'is con- . 
fined to fewer volumes and in smaller space. Of the literary merit of these 
world·renowned magazines it is not necessarry to speak at length. Their f 
contents are not only the best, bunhe best of the best published in the Eng.·' 
lish,language. Each has its own special character and marked indiv,iduality, 
but all three are thorough, comprehensive, and scholarly. Combined, their 
successive number. would forrlt a library of intrinsic value. 
THE WORLD. 
-A moveme'l1t has been. made in Cincinnati, by prominent l,a"dies, to 'es: ' 
tablish free kindergartens in that city. . 
, . \ , 
-The next meeting of the National Educational Association will be held- , 
at Chautauqua, N. Y., beginning July 13. ' 
-The Senate has confirmed the nominations of James Russell Lowell 'as 
Mmister to Great Britain; John W. Foster, Minister to Russia; ex-Governor ' 
. Fairchild, of Wisconsin, Minister to Spain. . 
-An earthquake shock was felt near Havana last Friday night, the first ex-
perienced there since the settlement by the Spanish. Probably the arrival of. 
General Grant that day had nothing to do with it. 
-A Constantinople dispatch asserts that terrible distress prevails in. 
Adrianople. Fifteen persons were found dead fromllunger there inone day. 
In some cases pieces of wood were found in the mouths of the corpses. 
- The department of superintendence of the National Educational Asso- -
ciation will meet in Washington city, Feb. 19, and continue two days. Sev-
eral interesting and valuable addresses and papers are expected from pr~mi: ' 
nent educators. 
- The state of New Halnpshire has brought suit against the state ' of E-ouis- ; , 
iana in the United States Supreme 'Court for the payment of ' interest oD.' the f 
stat~ debt, New Hampshire holding $100,000 of Louisiana state bonds, on 
~hich there has been repeated default in payment of interest. 
-A dispatch from Berlin states that the Archbishop or' Silesia has. ,.,.d-
dressed a note to the clergy of Prussian Silesia, accepting the permisSioft \ 
granted by the Prussian Minister of Worship, permitting priests to continue 
givjng religious instruction to children in the public schools. 
-The Lord Mayor of Dublin has issued an appeal through ~he London 
press in behalf of' the Mansion House Relief Committee, stating that there is 
scarcely a county ·in Ireland in whIch terrible privation does n9t exi~t in sQmc 
portion, though it is more severe in Ute western counties and on the northwest 
and soutljwest seaboards. The Lord Mayor fears the public of London' does • 
not realize the gravity of the crisis, or that unless prompt assistance be given .. 
thousands of people must die of starvation. He fears a reCUR"ence. of the dis-
aster of 1847, when abundant assistance wai forthcoming. but too late to lave 
life. . . '.-' 
" 
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READING LESSONS. 
EMILY J. RICE, Cook County Normal School, Ill. 
HONE test by which true science is to be distinguished from 
false, is that the former does and the latter does not con-
cern itself carefully with beginnings." This has been well said 
by one of our own times; and the sentiment seems to have no 
less special application to teaching than to questions of philoso-
ph}; and religion. Those of us who teach in higher grades real-
ize to some extent how much our work is helped or hindered by 
what has been done previously. 
The art of reading lays the foundation for all the other branch-
es of an education. It must, therefore, be taught first, and in this 
process the teacher has the opportunity of forming the children's 
habits o~thought and study. At this time an eager interest in 
gaining thoughts from the printed page may be awakened, or on 
the other hand the children may be so taught tqat calling words 
shall be a drudgery and a book excite no enthusiasm. Probably 
we all agree that to gain a love for reading in early life is of im-
portance. Chilaren usually like to do what they can do well; 
therefore how to teach the child to read readily a.nd "ell is a 
question worth consideration. 
. At present, the materials for illuslrating reading lesso~s are so 
abundant as to prove that much attention has been given to the 
subject. The introduction of the word-method of teaching has 
made easy the earliest steps of the work. This method is in too 
general use to need description. 
The-plan of early lessons may be separated into three parts: ' 
first, conversation about an object or picture to attract attention 
and to fix this attention upon the idea which the word represents; 
second, rue giving of the printed word; third, drill. 
Perhaps the most common mistake ma4e in such lessons is the 
failure to give sufficient drill upon the forms of words. Every 
new word should be found by children,in many places. The 
blackboard shouid be in constant. use for this purpose and charts 
and. word-cards are also useful. A careful comparison of the let-
tersof on~ word with those of another may be made. For in-
stallce, if the words "cat" and "hat" have been given, the teach · 
er may ask the children to po;nt to the letters in the word "hat" 
which are like those in the word "cat," and also to find the let-
ters that are unlike and describe hl)w they differ in shape. An 
excellent exercise for the children at their desks is 'placing alpha-
b~t-cards in the correct' order to form certain words printed on 
the board. At first, -the effort of the teacher should be to fix 
forms of letters in mind, not to teach their names, but as soon as 
• ·the forms are learned, names may be . introduced gradually 
and the first steps in alphabetic spelling taken. 
- All words learned !:.hould be repeated many times by means of 
sentences printed on the blackboard. The little stories . of the 
sentences are more interesting than mere lists of words.. Br see-
ing words placed in different positions in sentences, . children be- , 
come falDiliar with ~hetr forms. Pictures drawn on the black-
b?ard to illustrate these sfntences also add to the interest. I would 
-continue this printing on the board while they are using the first 
-reaGers. The books do not repeat each word so many ,times as 
- JQ impress it upon the mit:J.ds of the ehi1.dren. 
After about two or three months of preparatory work~ the 
reading book may be used. The children" will be interested in 
finding the same words in the reader that they have learned from 
the blackboard ~nd cards. 
Beyond the' first few' pages, new words occur with each new 
l~n. Net ~nly, are there new ;word's ' 'to be', t'aught but also 
ready recognition and distinct pronunciation of all words, new or 
old. To teach the new words and review those previously learned, 
a careful drill upon the words of each new lesson is needed be-
fore children are asked to read 'that lesson, either at their seats or 
in recitation. We have all heard children stumble and hesitate 
when they tried to read without knowing the words of the pas-
sage read. Reading implies the expression of thought; and if 
the whole attention of the child is absorbed in trying to ascertain 
what the words are, he cannot have the thought in mind, and, 
conseque~tly, cannot . express thought. Even if there is one 
word with which the child who reads is unfamiliar, he stops to 
find out what that word is, and loses the connection of ideas. 
This hesitating reading should by all means be avoided . 
As the little children have no means of learning the pronunci-
ation of any word by their own study, the teacher should make 
the giving of these words an exercise preparatory to the, chil-
dren's study. I would devote the last part of each recitation to 
teaching the words of tlie next -lesson. By this plan, the chil-
dren can study without impressing incorrect pronuncio.tion on 
their minds and they can also find out for themselves the mean-
ing of the lesson. . 
New words should be taught by illustrating their meanmg and 
by giving special drill upon their forms. All the words should 
be reviewed to ascertain whether the pupils can pronounce them 
accurately and at, sight. The teacher should not be satisfi ed 
with slow work. Unless children can tell a word the instant 
the .eye rests upon it, they do not know it as well as they should. 
These words may be reviewed by a variety of exercises. First, 
the children may read a word each, in or.der around the class. 
This tests their knowledge of the words. The teacher should no-
tice how well each pronounces, what words are forgotten, what 
are not distinctly pronounced, and what are not recognized in-
stantly. Second, the teacher may pronounce and the class re-
peat each word after her to teach the correct pronunciation and 
to teach the children by her example to enunciate distinctly, 
Third, the teacher and children may pronounce alternately. 
Fourth, the children may pronounce as the teacher calls their 
names, the teacher often calling for concert recitation. With. 
older grades, the teacher may simply indicate where the words 
are which she wishes the pupils to ' pronounce; as, "What is the 
second word in the first line?" "The third word, second line?" 
With the little children it is better to pronounce every word, 
because this takes less time than to select words. Avoid always 
beginning at the beginning of the sentences. I prefer that these 
exercises be given at the close of a recitation for expression, be-
cause a "word-exercise" alone is not interesting as an exercise 
on both words and expression. 
After the words have been taught, the children can study the 
lesson before being called into recitation . They read at their, 
desks, and, consequently, come to the recitation with a~ intelli-
gent understanding of the thoughts expressed. We should, I 
believe, by all means avoid making reading a mere exercise in 
pronouncing' words; an -I no recitation should be accepted unless 
the child shows that he is thinking about _what he reads. The 
habit of thoughtful reading in school will extend to reading out-
side. 
To prevent beginning thoughtlessly, the teacher may first 
question about the subject of the lesson; thus, "About whom is 
this lesson?" "Where did he live?" "What did he do?" Then 
the children read. I would encourage them ' to read as if they 
were trying to interest me. When a child had read a few sen-
tences, I would ask him what he had read. He will look off his 
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book and tel.1. The next child will expect to be asked to tell 
what he reads, and, therefore, will read thoughtfully. If the 
teachers in higher grades will ask their pupils to tell what they 
read, IIthink that they will find many students who do not get 
an intelligent idea of their lessons. Such reading encourages 
stupidity and hinders mental activity. 
recognize words readily. For this reason, I would have as much 
reading as possible from other books than those reading books in 
ordinary use; as, from children's magaz"ines and papers. Such 
reading also encourages reading at home. A little care on the ~, 
part of th~ teacher ~ill enable her to supply reading matter oc- , 
casionally for the little ones. to carry home. Children's papers 
are very easily obtained and there is a "children's corner" in 
many papers for older people. A story cut from a paper may'. 
After the children have read and told the ideas gained from 
the lesson, the teacher may profitably introduce any new instruc-
tion that she wishe~ to give. If the lesson is about an animal, 
for instance, she may talk with the pupils about its habIts ' and 
mode oflife, telling them such things as they are capable of un-
derstanding. They will return ' to the reading witi! new inter~st. 
. amuse some restless child in s<::hool hours, and at the same time 
help him to become a good reader. 
Even if the thoughts are clearly understood, there will be 
parts of the lesson not well read by the children, because they 
have not the voice under su~h control as to express shades of 
meaning by the proper tones and inflections. The ears, to appre-
ciate correct reading, must be cultivated before they can judge 
what is correct and what is incorrect. We notice that children 
gradually become able to criticise each other. Taste in reading 
is gained just as it is in music, by hearing good examples. If we 
never hear good music, we cannot expect the ear to grow ' sensi-
tive in distinguishIng harmomes, neither, by listening constantly 
to poor reading, can we expect to cultivate a taste for excellent 
reading. To cultivate taste, then, I would have the teacher give 
examples of the correct reading of parts of each lesson. To ·give 
these examples properly, the teacher must study the lesson arid 
have a definite idea of the natural expression of each sentence. 
She should herself be a good reader, because the imitation of 
poor examples will be of no benefit to her pupils. 
Many teachers give examples for each individual to follow. 
We think that time is saved by having concert recitation follow 
the example of the teacher. This concert reading is also, iIi my 
opmion, one of ~he best exercises for voice culture. ' It , harmo-
nizes the voice:; of the children; it quickens the speed of th0se 
who read too slowly and lessens the speed of those who read to:> 
rapidly; it lowers the tone of those who have naturally too high 
a pitch and softens the loud voices. It also gives confidence to 
timid children who hear their own voices mingling with those of 
the others and thus find that they can read and are willing to try. 
The teacher should read only what the pupils can follow easily, 
and the pupils should read clause by clause or sentence by sen-
tence after her. 
When this is done, individ\lal reading should again be used 
tor a test, and if the concert work has been well done, the chil-
dren will now read the whole lesson with much better expression 
than before. . 
Two things should be especially remembered in teaching read-
ing; one, that the pupils need voice culture, and another, that 
they need to gain the power of keeping the eye in advance of 
the. voice, or of taking . in whole sentences at a glance. By re-
peated reading of pieces, .until the children render the~ as per-
fectlyas they can, we give them good voice culture. They see 
how well they can read ; and as they enjoy doing well, they are 
encouraged in the elfort to read other pieces perfectly. , Such 
drill gives a standard which the children strive to reach in read-
ing other pieces. Nothing is more charming than the pleasant 
voices of children, .and 'no pains should be spared in making , 
children b_oth read and speak in clear, sweet tones. , 
~ut on.-the other. ha.nd, .if we drill on every piece until we se-
~e as perfec~. reading as possible, th~ pupils commit the_ pieces -
to me~ory, and there is nQ opportunity for . training Jh~ ,e,Yct ~o 
To aid children in writing and in original expression, I would ' 
have written work in connection with reading lessons. Let the 
children copy some portion of each lesson upon their slates, mak- " 
ing an accurate imitation of the text. Let them copy portions'. 
of lessons from dictation. Let them write descriptions of pic-
tures, at first, in answer to questions of the teacher, afterwards, 
without the teacher's assistance. 
IMPO,$ITIONS. 
IT has been given unto the writer to witness the operation ~nd '.: effect of the school·punishment righteously known as "i~: 
positions;" and though I have not read the article editorially ',,-
referred to some weeks since, by the WEEKLY, in the Nineftenth 
Cmtury, it is sufficient tor me to testify of what I have seen and ' 
heard, with no additional incitement. . 
In the first place, permit me to say, emphatically, that fhe de~ .' . 
viser of "impositions," if he or she could be traced, most 'cer- ~: 
tainly merits the indignation one strives hard to keep under wh~n 
dealing with a non-compos·mmtis in authority. It is a perversion 
of everything. ' Glance with me, (this is a true picture I repro-
duce,) at these bended heads, dark, unhappy, weary. disgusted , 
faces, hasty fingers, and cramped hands, "writing 'out" tlieill _ -
three, four, or five hund~ed words. While so employed they ;..' 
hate the spelling, they-hate the manual labor of writing, (?) ancL -
contract a bad execution' from ' the long and painful. constraint 0 
aching cords and muscles. It naturally follows they don't want 
to spell a word, or see a pen or pencil for days after, and have'. '." 
no relish for two important studi~s. 
Especially with small children do I 'condemn the punishment 
s unworthy the nineteenth century. I have felt sickened tO,see 
a little primary scholar's slate coverea. on both sides with child-
ish "bad," "bad/' bad bads,-and thought, how at each scrawl: 
ing, the word and the feelin~ were identic;al within .him, and'" 
writing upon his heart against his teacher 1 I think thi!/, as a . 
disciplinary measure, must date back to daz:ker, as well as less hu--
mane 'days than ours. , 
I regard its effect always, . as embittering and .exi1Sperati~g.-·,· 
The scholar can not be disabus~d of the convicti,on, that It is are- ' .• , 
taliatory measure; and, moreover,"that ' by "impositions" heis J •• 
imposed upon. There is no discretionary medium that can make 
it wise, judicious, or helpful in school government, because i~ is 
intrinsically the reverse, in and of itself. . _ 
Dear teacher, if the love of the children is 'precious to yeu, 
. (as it surely. is,) stamp out "impositions j'! Punish firmly, righr~ 
eously, and promptly, with the child's honest acknowledgment 
coincid.ing, a!i you may by many another method; but don't ~. 
turn studies into an aggd'avated penal imposition, to disgust th'e 
child with school, aDd sour his hea.rt against the teacher. he I 
should love. . ' ., 
If Mrs. Ford, whose a,ble pen ha& aforetimelent its weight /lD.1l '" 
wisdom to tHe WEEKLY 1>0 excellentlYI couldwid would supple-<-
ment this imperfeet eJCpllession c::on:vin~ingly.,.....:.:she would: · 0!'>t8in: -
the ~arm thanks of, more than. ' . ~.. " ":' JUS'llICi:B. • ; 
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THE SCHOOL-ROOM. 
IOWA COURSE OF STUDY. 
, PRIMARY CLASS. 
R(gular L(ssons. 
Cultivate the eye, the ear, and the voice; don't allow pupils 
to point to the words when reading; let them find the lesson by 
page and number. 
Teach them how to emphasize the important words; tf ach 
, them how to find them; let them always give the right inflec-
tion. 
(All the regular lessons may be heard at the same recitation in 
the lower classes.) 
, Alpllabd.-Letters in words from blackboard, primer, or 
charts. , 
SPdling.-Spelling words in lessons, forward and backward. 
R(ading.-Pronounce all words used in lessons at sight. 
Oral and f{merallusons. 
(All the general lessons in this course may be used for the whole 
school.) -
Writing.-Print small words of lessons, and make figures. 
Numb(rs.-Count to 100 and back; add and subtract small 
numbers, using objects, such as books, pencils, pieces of chalk, 
hats, words and letters of spelling and reading lessons. 
Langua~(.-Correct manner of speaking, i'f wrong. , Punctua-
tion marks in lesson. Every answer should be a full sentence. 
,~ Platt.-Locate objects in school-room and vicinity. Teach 
poi~ts of compass, shape of the earth, directions on maps. 
0- Dirutionsfor t(aching tllis c1ass. 
. To teach the alphabet, begin with small words, the names of 
familiar objects, as ox, ax, box; etc., and after the first lesson 
introduce but one new letter at a lesson, witb others that are 
known to the pupil. The new letter each time may be printed 
with r.olored crayon; take first the small letters of the alphabet 
and those simplest in form. When several letters and words are 
_ learned form them,into a sentenee, and teach the letters, spelling 
, and reading at the same lesson. 
Secure prompt and concert action, and make the recitations 
• short, spirited and lively; have as much variety in each lesson 
as you can. , 
Have pupils speak each word in a natural tone, and teach them 
to read 'as they talk; have them make figures and print on a 
- blackboard or slates; teach them first to understand what they 
rea~ and then have them read in a natural way. Use a combi- ' 
-. patldn?f the word, sentence, and phonetic method. 
ProvIde work for them at their seats, such as drawing, print-
ing, writing, making figures, etc. If they have no work 'let them 
. go 'O\1t doors. 
Have this class recite four lessons a dl1.Y, if time permits; give 
. them three lessons, at least. 
FIRST READER CLASS. 
R(g!l(ar Lusons. , 
R(ading.-First reader and blackboard. Articulation. Modu-
lation. . 
SpdlimJ.-By letters and by soun9 from reader. Spell all words 
in lesson thus far. . 
.' Wn·ting.-Print part, or all, of spelling and reading lessons. 
'/ Write, the small letters of th!! alphabet. 
Oral and Gm(ral Lusons. 
, " Numb(rs.-Add, subtract, and multiply small numb~rs; use 
both the oral and written method. Give them miscellaneous 
exercises in countmg. Gount by twos to 100" commencing at 
o and then at I, and go backward by subtraction. Write and 
read by the Arabic method to 100; Roman method to X. 
LalJguag(.-Capital letters; talking on objects; punctuation 
marks used thus far, name,and use~ 
Plau.-LOcate objects in schoQI-room and "{icinity; points of 
the· compass ; shape of the earth,; directions on maps; motions 
of the earth. ' , - ' 
. Fonn.-:-Straight. curved, parallel, oblique, vertical, and hori-
zontal lines. Round, oval, angular, concave, cQnvex, conical, 
and arched figures. Draw outlines illustrating each form, and 
cite other examples, , 
Dirutions lor t(aching tlu's class. 
OccasionalLy print the diffioult words ,of the reading lesson on 
tlt~ board before reading, and have them spelled and' pr0nounced 
a nUJIlber of timiS j ' secur,e a prompt recosn~~iQ~ Qf words, 
Copy part of the lesson on slates or blackboard each time; 
recite the spelling from the slate in the class, then spell orally. 
Teach this class the vowel sounds, with words in which the 
sounds occur. 
, Teach form in writing and drawing; secure unifornity in height, 
width, and slant in the small letters. Teach each pupil to write 
his or her name. 
Perform the operations in numbers promptly; accuracy and 
rapidity are the main points to cOlisider. 
Frequently give talking lessons to your class; let them use 
correct language in talking to you. 
Illustrate motions of the earth by-globe, ball, or apple; draw 
maps of school-yard, district, township, etc" on the board. 
SECOND READER CLASS. 
Re~ular Luson. 
Reading.-Second Reader. Erpphasis, inflection', class drill. 
Spe!ling.-Spelling-book and reader, and words from reader 
sounds of letters, etc. . . I 
Writing.-Wr.itiog on slates and blackboard, w.nte m copy-
books with lead-pencils. 
Oral and G(ll(ral Lusons. 
Numbers.-Exercises, oral and written, in the fundamental 
rules. Multiplication table to the 6's. Cou,nt to and from 100 
by threes, fours, and fives, r.ommeI?-cing at different !lumbers, as 
I, 2, 3, 4, etc. Writing and readlllg by the ArabIC and Ro-
man methods; laws and principles of each method. 
Languag(.-Write abstracts of .reading lessons; answers to 
questions in all grades should be lD the form of complete sen-
tences. Use of capitals at the commencement of sentences, 
proper names, etc. Use of period, i~terrogation and exclam.a-
tion pnints. Oral and written correctlOn of common errors lD 
speech, and descriptions of familiar ~bje.cts. . 
Plac(.-Geography of the school·dlstnct, .townshlp, andcoun-
ty. Begin with the section of land on whl~h the school-house 
stands. Outline of State geography. Explalll the causes of day 
and night. 
Form.-Make figures of leaves, trees, cups, shrubs, flowers, 
fences, and houses. 
Human Body.-Principal divisions, and use, . as- head, trunk, 
and extremities. ' 
Dirutions for t(aching this class. 
Let some part of the reading lessons; and all of the spelling 
lessons which are copied, be read. from the slate or pap~r. ,Cause 
the pupil to know the word at slght'and also to know Its mea~­
ing. Let pupils fre(lUently give the substance of their lesson~ lD, 
their own language before reciting. Cause them to make a shg~t 
pause at a comma, a little longer one at a semi· colon, and sull 
a longer one at a question mark or a period. Don't let them 
stop any certain length of time at any of the grammatical ~arks. 
Occasionally commit to memory some of the best portlOns of 
the lessons and recite theII.1. 
Teach this class spelling by sound '; teach them also the most 
important of the diacritical marks. Let considerable of the 
spelling be in writing. Dwell on words of special difficulty, 
those spelled alike but pronounced differently, and those pro-
nounced alike but spelled differently. 
In writing and printing secure neatness, so that each pupil who 
passes from this grade snaIl be able to write and print l(gib~ a~d 
read writing promptly. Let the hand move freely and easily 10 
writing and drawing. 
Give random exercises in counting; add columns of figures 
rapidly. Have tables of weights and measures learned thor-
ouf(h/y. -
'Use outline maps a few minutes each day if any are furnished; 
if not,-draw them on the board and drill the whole school at the 
same time. 
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THIRD READER CLASS. 
Regular Lusons. , 
Readillg.-Third Reader. Modulation, inflection, emphasis, 
Spe!ling.-SpelliIJg-book, and reader, and words from reader, 
principles and definitions, 
Wrilmg -Copy-books, or paper, with pen and ink. 
Arithmetie,-Primary book. Merital and written exercises on 
the fundamental rules. Finish multiplication table, count to and 
from JOO by sixes, sevens, eights, and nines. Compound num-
, bers, fractions, factoring, lon'gitude and time, L. C. M. and G. 
C. D. ' 
Oral a1zd General Lessons. 
Language . ...:-Oral and writt~n descriptions; narration of inci-
dents, reprorluction of incidents read (0 the pupils. Point out 
the action, quality, and l1allle-words, Essays on familiar subjects. 
Placc.-Changes of seasons, principal natural divisIons. Out-
lines of the United States, North America, etc. " 
. For1ll.~Outiines of familiar objects, as flowers, fishes, boxes, 
blocks, barrels; sketching from models. 0 
, HUIIla1z Body.-Name and location of bones, senses and or-
gans of each, 
.Afisee!/aneous,-Lessons on air, snow, water, heat, cold ;, also 
talks about animals, birds, fishes, reptiles, and insects_ 
Diratiolls for teaching tIlls class. ' 
See that the class brings out the sense and meaning of the lesson 
when reading, Cull ivate taste' hy having plrt of the best pieces 
memorized; recite in a natural tone of voice. To get a pupil to 
emphasize the right word, frequently ask him a question that will 
cause him to emphasize the right word in his answer. 
Study carefully the meaning of words from the context. Spell 
by sound, and review the marksolletters and all other marks and 
characters used therefor. Copy lessons frequently, and in oral 
spelling guard against unnatural tones and drawling. 
, Be sure that each pupil holds his pen correctly and sits in an 
upright position. Drill on the system in writing. Occasionally 
count for your pupils when writing. 
Give promiscuous exercises in mental arithmetic. Drill on 
principles and analysis, and have them give the reasons. 
Let pupils brillg to the class declarati ve, interrogative, and 
exclamatorv sentences; giv:e form of analysis for essay writing. 
In drawing, have each pupil prepare models for inspection. 
, - , 
FOURTH READER CLASS. 
Regular Lusons. 
Reading.-Fourth Reader. Articulation, emphasis, and modu-
lation continued, and vocal culture. , 
SpdlilZg.-SpeUing-book and reader; principles of orthogra-
phy and rules for spelling. 
Wriling.-Copy-books, position, movement, slant, spacing, 
shading, and al~al ysis. 0 
Arilll1lutie.-Fraclions, common ann decimal, or compound 
numbers, simple and compound proportion, percentage and its 
applications, with oral alld written exercises. ' 
Geograplty.-Elementarytext book. Finish United States and 
North America. L,earn outlines of South America, Europe, 
J\s~a, and Africa. Longitude, latitude, natural features and di-
VISions. 
Grammar.-With or 'without text· book. Capital letters 
,punctuation, ~ssay mid letter writing. Teach the use of language: 
Have much criticism. 
Orat and GetJt,ral Lessons. 
Form.-Scrolls, domestic utensils, butlines 'of birds, with in-
struction in shading. 
Htstory.-History of county, and' of Iowa; 'Columbus and his 
discoveries. Speak of John Smith, Wm. Penn, and others' In-
dians. ' , 
Humall Body.-Teach them the location and principal func-
tions' of the main organs. Speak of the circulation of blood djges~ion, respiration; rules of hygiene especially. ' 
. .Allseella.neoZfs.-Speak of dew, frost, ice, hail, rain, rainbow, 
hght, gravltatlOn, electricity, and colors. '. 
Dinetions for Teaching this Class. 
, Teach 'pupiJ.s ,to reaa und~rstandmgly. Have them' give sub-, 
',r , 
stance of lesson orally, and occasionally write a synopsis. Mem-
orize short extracts. Give vocal exercises, such as phonic analy-
sis. at least once a week. Give attention to and explain all con-
ventional marks used in lesson. Give attention' to rhetorical 
pauses, compass and volume of voice, with pleasant, natural 
tones. Teach pupils to think, to lt1rderstandquickly, and tofeel, 
what they read. 
At least one-half of the spelling should be in writing. Let the 
pen move more freely and easily when writing. Look to neat· 
ness, beauty, and form in all written exercises. Practice on 
principles and use copy-books containing cppies, capitals, and 
small letters in sentences. 
Teach the same topi'cs at the same time in both mental and 
written arithmetic. Have pupils furnish original examples for 
each rule and principle, if possible. Assist a pupil onlv far 
enough to enable him to master the point in question himself. 
Develop principles first , Pay especial attention to analysis. Test 
the pupil by giving examples not in the text · books. , 
Omit small rivers, unimporlant towns and cities,"and all im-
practical questions; dwell on important facts. Draw:maps twice 
a week, and use outline maps and globe if you have them. Locat~ 
principal rivers, places, mountains, eOtc. 
In grammar, have pupils write es~ays, letters, abs'tracts, etc., 
and hand to the teacher for criticism. Teachers should give 
models for criticism, and have pupils inspect, correct and criti-
cise the work and manuscripts of others of the class. Have pupils , 
frequentl y, reprJduce selections read to them from reading-bllok, . 
using capitals, punctualion marks, etc., correctly. Aim to teach 
the use of langu3ge as it OCCUr.5 in ev.eryday-life. Firs~ examine 
the meaniryg of a word, then its use, and finally its grammatical 
connections and classifications. ' ' 
Encourage drawing by colle,cting the best specimens, and com- ' 
mending such as merit praise. _ ' " 
In physiology, always illustrate by example, or by chart, ' if pos-
sible. 
FIFTH READER CLASS. 
Regular Lessoll~. 
Reading.-Firth Reader, vocal culture, delivery, style, stress, 
quantil y., quality, gesticulation, etc. ' 
Spel il1g, -SI~elling· book, technical terms of all branches 
studied. I Review principles of orthogFaphy and, diacrITical'. 
marks. 
Wriling.-Business forms, analysis of letters, shad,ing, capital 
and small letters reviewed. Teach letter writmg. ' 
Anlllllutie.-Finish and review the practical arithmetic. Diill' ~ 
pupils on each principle by taking examples of your own, or from 
some text-book. ~ 
Geography.-Common Echool text-book completed; political, 
mathematical, and physical. , 
Grammar.-Pratical grammar, containing a thorough analy-
sis of sentences and phrases, both as to form and office. ' 
Hislory.-Common History of the Uniled States, including · 
the Declaration of Il)dependence and Constitution complete, and 
review. " " 
Physi%gy-( Optional. )-Elementary text-book, giving promi'- ' 
nence to Hygiene. . ,l , 
Book-.l:eepillg-( Optional:)-Practical elemeptary' text-book; 
containing examples of common business transactions, the s~t-
ence of accounts, and business forms. ' , 
Oral and General Lessons. , . ~ \:\ \ 
, Fonn.-Easy l",ndscape, draw p,ictures o! animals, outHnJ~s of . -
persons, and review. , 
illiscellaneous.-Vegetation, grouping, and clasSifying common 
plants. Naming and classify,ing different kinds of trees. ·'Col-
lect a variety of-rocks and different minerals, etc., ' for the school,. 
room, and teach pupils the names, process of formation, and par~ 
ticular characteristics of each. " ' 
Di~ections for ' Teaching this Class. ' ,-I , , 
Cultivate a taste for good reading. Make special selections 
of the different styles of compo,sition by the best authors, and ' 
note the a"pplication of the style to the subject. Write erid' , 
sketches of prominent authollS \vith plTincipal point's ot: interest' ,-
as ·regards their w,ritin~s, lives~ etc. P.racti~e reci~atiotl and 'de,,- r ' . 
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lamation. Prepare frequently one or two .sentences from any 
author for voice drill. Have pupils copy or read selections that 
seem to contain beautiful or worthy thoughts or ideas finely ex-
pressed. Give special and systematic instructions on the princi-
p'les of elocution. Make pauses and give inflections according to 
the sense of the reading. . 
Every pupil in this class should be able to spell and define all 
the terms used in his studies, and all words in common use in 
the language. Use dictation exercises frequently. Encourage 
general and frequent use of dictionary. 
Every pupil leaving this class should have the ability to write 
neatly, spell correctly, fold letters properly,. and address them. 
Practice plain business penmanship; having due regard to legi-
bility, form, and neatness. 
Teach pupils to give analysis of problems and a reason for 
each step in the operation when required. 
Assign geographical lessons by topics rather than a certain 
number of sections or pages. Associate history with geography, 
illustrate government surveys. Use outline maps and globe if 
you have them, and draw maps of township, county, and state. 
. Lesson and essay writing should be thoroughly taught and 
practically applied during the work of the grilde. Much practice 
and criticism will be needed to make pupils proficient. 
Give especial attention to all geographical references, also tf> 
th~ "D:0t~': by the author in history lessons; and have pupils 
wnte StatIStiCS from memory. . 
- Treat the subjects in physiology topically. Oral instruction 
should be given to the whole school on this branch once per 
week. 
Collect the best ·specimens of drawing and hang-up in the 
school-room. 
Te~ch all ordinary business forms in book-keeping, as notes, 
<Jue-bIlls, draits, receipts, etc. Call attention to technical terms, 
explanatory and marginal notes. . 
THE STATES. 
MIcHlGAN.-Antrim County Teachers' Association held its annual meeting 
at Central Lake Dec. 29, 30, 31, 1879. Mr. F. L . Church, president of As· 
sociation. S. G. Blanchard, a teacher of ten years experience,. from Canada, 
. iave fue opening addreos. 
The Ionia high school has an attendance of one hundred and twenty, sev-
eno/ of whom are foreign pupils. Under the recent leadership of Miss Alice 
Barr, every pupil has musical drill twice a week. Eight hundred pupils en· 
, rolled in fue schools, under fue care of seventeen teachers. 
Prof, C. W. Fallas, late principa1 of Cedar·Springs school, has accepted a 
position in the high school at Big Rapids. 
, Prof. C. W. Borst, White Hall, writes that the schools are very full and 
doing well. 
Supt. T. C. Garner: Big Rapids, in a paper on history, fuj'nks that the ac· 
. cumulated facts of history, as they are generally taught, is time thrown away; 
that the motives which led to actS narrated, should be taught as well as the 
.ct.. 
Prof. G. M. Sprout and wife. Rockford, are doing good work. They will 
need to take Prof. Strong'lI advice and be more ' apathetic, or they will soon 
wear out. . 
The next teachers' association for Norfuem Kent wllfbe held at Cannons· 
burg. Prof. A. L. Smifu, one of Michigan's live teachers, is presid~nt of 
the association. 
Cediu: Spring,; union school presented 'school work at .the laSt district fair, 
~and was granted first premium in all fue jtTades from 4th to 12th. This school 
has an enrollment of three hundred and fifty, wifu only five teachers. The 
high School has 61 pupils, and will grade fourteen this year. 
Poucljer's Business College, Ionia, is reported to be so flourishing as to re-
quire latter rooms • 
. Prof. Yutema, St. Johns, is said to be mote than holding his own ; which 
is saying considerable for a man who standnix feet two. God speed him· in 
his good ·work, he deserves it. 
nationof teachers will be held ·at Lansing, March ,3O-April I, 
1880. 
Several institutes Will be held during fue spring. 
Supt. C. k Gower goes-to Washington Feb. ,19, to attend fue Natio~' 
Educational Association. C. D. Randall, Coldwater, presents a paper on the 
sUbject of "Neglected Children." Let us all breathe a prayer for Bro. Ran· 
dall that he may make a success of his paper. 
At the last meeting of the school board of East Saginaw the following ac· 
tion was taken, which explains. itself : 
Ruolv(d; That the Secretary be and he is hereby authorized to draw an 
order in favor of J. C. Jones upon the contingent fund for $II 1.70, this being 
the cost which Mr. Jones has been put to in the recent case agail)st him, the 
Board believing that the prosecution was an unjust one, and that Mr'- Jones 
performed the acts complained of while within the strict discharge of his 
duties. 
Carried as follows : 
Ayes-Insps. Brooks, Butler, Conklin, DeGroat, Marskey, Merriam, Os-
born, Remington. Rose, Storrs and President Saunders-II. 
Nays-None. 
By Insp. Storrs : 
R esolved, That the action of the Committee on Schools in closing the schools 
to.day be appfoved, and that the schools under the charge of the Board be 
closed Jrom and after Jan. zzd, 1880, until further ordered. 
Carried. I 
By Insp. Brooks: 
Ruolvd, That owing to the prevailence of diptheria, the Public Library 
of this city be closed until;further ordered, and that the time for which the li· 
brary is closed be deducted in computing the fines for retention of books over. 
due. . 
Carried. 
Prof. E . P. Church, in h.is paper on "The Outlook of our Public Schools," 
read before the State Teachers' Association, said: . 
A careful inquiry into the relative numbers of the two sexes who have 2nd. 
aated from the high schools of the state,. during the last t~r~e years, .shows 
that the girls largely outnumber the boys. In some of our: cltles the ra~1O was 
as five to one; in some even a larger disparity appears. What ~oes thiS state 
of things foreshadow? Does it not look as though the educallon and cuI. 
ture of our people would soon be mainly in the possession of the ladies? Let 
the present order of things continue for zo years, and at least two·thirds of 
the best trained scholars will be ladies. It will not do to say that the young 
men in our colleges and university will equalize this pre.ent inequality. All 
these institutions now welcome both sexes, and our sisters are showing full 
appreciation of the opening avenues to knowledge. And then, too, the memo 
bers of our colleges and univerSity are mainly graduates of fue ~h schools. 
Is there not occasion to feel some degree of concern lest our mtellectual 
growth is becoming far too one·sided? Is th~re not da?ger tha~ this will 
lead to very undesirable results in our domestic and SOCial relatIOns? To 
remedy the evil, parents and teachers must act in conjunction . . The t~acher 
should take the initiative, visit the homes of the parents, and kmdly diSCUSS 
the interests of all concerned. The course of stlldy should also be adjusted 
so as to meet the wants of our boys, and attract them, by the interest of fue 
studies they pursue, to a more protracted il'tvestigation. Our schools must 
be adjusted to the wants of our population. ~hen they show that they .can 
take our boys and girls as they come from their homes, many of the~ 10 a 
crude state, and fit them practically, intellectually, and morally, for citizen-
ship, as no other force does, theu they will s ecure universal patronage. ~et 
us ever bear 10 mind the principle that "the schools are made for the chilo 
dren, and not the children for the.schools." 
Mrs. Joseph Estabrook, wife of Prof. Estabrook, principal offue State Nor-
mal school, died Jan. 18. -
The enrollment at the University is as follows: Literary, 436; medical', 
344; law,395'; pharmacy, 86; dental, 80; homoeopathic, 69. Total, 1410. 
Umversity Commencement this year will come on the first day of July • 
We learn from the Lansing R(publican fuat Geo. E. Co~hran, superintend. 
ent of ths Kalamazoo public schools, has been very ill since fue late meeting 
of fue state teachers' association, and for the past few days his lile has been 
despaired of. Prof. Austin George of the normalJschool has gone to Kalama. 
zoo to take cbarge of the schools temporarily. 
Prof. J. M. B. Sill, snperintendent of the 'schools of Detroit, reportS". that 
the avera2e attendance in all the schools of that city during the yearjust closed 
was 10,665, and fue whole number enrolled 14,837. Corporal punishment· 
is being rapidly discontinued, and there are now not more fuan one. fif~h as 
many cases as four 'or five years ago. 
One of fue most practical and interesting papers read at the State Teachers' 
Association was that of Prof. Geo. E. Cochran, on The Exhibition of SchOO} 
-Material at County and other Fairs, as a Means of Promoting Education." 
The succeSs attending such efforts in other states encourages positive and di· 
rect efforts in fuatd irection among Michigan teachers and superintendents. 
The following is fue "Order of Businesi" at the meeting of pupil.teachers 
in the Mafuematical Department of the Normal School: 1. Criticisms and· 
Suggestions based on Snpervision. II. Outlines of Lessons submitted by 
members of the class. III. Specimens of manner of presenting given Les. 
sons and of treating particular points of subjects. IV. Criticism by fue Class 
qf \he apov~ V\'01,'k, (U and III.) V. Questions on any points of class work. 
. .. , 
I .. 
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The supervision of pupil· teaching is attempted to be made very thorough. 
Prof. Bellows with the exception:of olle hour a day, is giving his entire time in 
school to this work. In the supervision of the teaching of Arithmetic classes 
in the Primary Department, 'the teacher in charge of the department affords 
much valuable assistance. The teacher in charge of the Grammar Depart-
ment also supplements the general supervision by her careful attention to the 
individual needs of the pupils. and besides contributes .much from her wide 
experience as a teacher, which mak.es for Ihe thoroughness and success of the 
work. As the impcir.tance 01 the Practice Department of the school becomes 
more and more thorvughly realized, and the supervision comes, gradually, to 
be better systematized and more efficient, we are sur~ less will be heard of 
complaint and criticism of this now prominent feature of the school. 
INDIANA.-The reports oi the county superintendents of all the counties in 
the state are now in, and Prof. Smart is able to give the following footings for 
the year ending September I, 1879: Total number of children admitted into 
the schools within the year: White male, 262,295; white female, 233,771 ; 
total, 496,066; colored·male, 3,958; colored female, 3,86R; total white and 
colored, 5°3,892. Average daily attendance in the schools, 312.143. Num-
ber of districts where schools were taught, 9,294; number where 110 schools 
were taught, 33. Number of colored schools taught within the year 124; 
number of district graded schools, 358; number of township graded ~chools, 
180' Average length of school taught within the year in days.132. Number 
of white teachers employed iii the schools, male, 7,943; females, 5,532; total 
13,425. Cobred teachers, male, 73, female, 42. Average compensation of 
teachers per day in townships, males, $1.86, females $1.64; in towns; males 
$2.92, females $1.78; in cities, males $3.64, females $2.10. Account of rev-
enue for tuition: Amount on hand September I, 1878, $1,976,504.69; amount 
received in Febru?-ry, 1879, $1,341,418,28; amt)unt received in June, 1879' 
$1,469,4°4. 11 ; miscellaneous receipts, $ I 14,736.69; total revenue for tuition, 
$4,902 , 163.77; amount expended since September 1,1878, $3,002,517 .64; 
amount on hand Sept. I, 1879, $1,926,161.44. 
Account of special school revenue: Amount on hand Sept. I, 1878, $841,-
626.06; amount since received, $1.565,832.93; total, $2,4°7,458.99. Amount 
exoended since Sept. I, 187R, $1,474,211.74; amount on hand Sept. I, 1879, 
$945,854.34. Number of school-houses: stone 85; brick 1,997; frame 7,' 
45 2; log, 103. Estimate valu~ of schuol hous~, including grounds, seats, 
etc $11 5225°887. estimated value of school apparatus, globes, maps, etc., $265,2~.5d; t~tal'estimated val~e of school property, $[1,787,705.37. T?-
tal estimated special school tax, $1,[13,203.02. Number of volumes In 
township libraries 242,141. Ambunt paid trustees for managing educational 
matters,$78,122.07. Number of school houses erected during the year, 394; 
value thereof $385,123 .23. Report of private schools-Number of private 
schools taught, 635, with 678 teachers and 14,434 pupils, and an average 
daily attendance of 8,867 , at an average cost. of tuition per month per pupil 
of $1.15. (The report of private schools is only approximately correct.) 
Number of township institutes during the year , 4,719. 
CALIFORNIA.-At the meeting of the State Teachers' Association the fol· 
lowing report 01 t ile Committee on the best means of elevating the teachers' 
profession was read and adt)pted : . 
Resolvttl That the teachers of California use every effort to secure the legal 
recognition' and permanence of all teac~ers' certificates conforming to the 
school law of this state at the date of theIr Issue, ~hat they may hereafter be 
protected from the periodical annoyance caused by haviog said certificates re-
voked or annulled by boards of education or other bodies-an ' annoyance to 
which members of the legal and medical professions are never subjected. 
Second-That every teacher ambitious for the elevation of the profession 
will use every effort for the earliest practi~able end<?wment and es~abli~hment 
of, a Chair, OJ. Department of Pedagogy, tn the Umverslty of Cahforma. 
The following resolutions were then read and adopted, with the exception 
of section third. This was defeated after· a long discussion. Section fifth, · re-
lating to foreign languages in the public schools, was the subject of a heated 
debllte, an<1 finally passed by a neady even vote. 
Resolved That the best interests of our puhlic schools, and the cause of e·d-
ucation ge~erally, demand. the .enactment of a law to organize county boards, 
with the full power to examine and grant certificate. of qualification to candi· 
da~es for the position of teachers in our public schools. 
SECOND-That the examination of teachers should be thorough and phlC-
tical and that all technical and catc!l questions to show the smartness of the exa~iners should be avoided. . 
TH~D-Resolved, That-the best interests of our primary schools do not de· 
. mand that candidates for third.grade certificates should pass an examination 
fu algebra.and the,higner mathematics. , ' . 
FOURTH-Ruowed, ',Fhat the hig~ schools should b.e legally recognized as 
an important branch of the school system of the state, as affording our youth 
opportunities of acquiring methods of thought and c:ulture; that in order to 
become more efficient and thorough a uniform course of study should be 
adopted . 
FIFTH-Re~olved, That no other language than English should be taught in 
public schools below the high school. 
SIXTH-Ruolved, That the Chair be requested to appoint. a Committee of 
seven to revise the present State course of study, and submit the result of 
their labors to the State Board of Education. . 
T ENTH-Resolved, That these resolution, be submitted to the Committee 
on Legislation, with instructions from this Association as the authorized ex-
pression of its opinions. 
The following substitute for Section 3 of the original resolution was adopted: 
Resolved, That the examination of teachers for all grades below the High . 
School should be uniform. That this Association believes that the acquire-
ments, the breadth of culture and experience of the primary teacher, as well. 
as her general knowledge of human nature and aptness to teach. should be 
greater rather than less than those of the teachers of the higher grades. That 
the salaries of primary teachers should be greater rather than less than those 
of the higher grades. 
IOWA.-Prof. Parker, of Iowa College, had a fine article on "Crystals" in 
last week's Adva1zce. 
Mr. John Landes has been engaged to teach a private school at Keosauqua· 
County Supt. A. L. Shattuck has proposed a plan of primary school work 
. for the country scb,ools of Poweshiek county. The course is intended for 
thirty months' school work. It will be published in 'pamphlet form. 
Supt. C. A. MIller, of Jackson county, has issued a good addreSs to the 
teachers of the county. . 
Mr. A. C. Blair recently read an original poem of merit before the Jackson 
County Teachers'Association at Andrews, entitled "Ignorance vs. Education." 
The Maquoketa Excelsior published the poem. 
The Cedar County Teachers' Association, of which Mr. O. C. Scott, Tip-
ton's ta.lented ·principal, is president, will hold a meeting commencing to-mor-
row evening and continuing in session Saturday. An interesting program 
has been prepared. 
The types made us say "grot" instead of "goat," in the last number. 
Prof. Barclay of Albion Seminary has been sick but is better now. 
W. H. Robbins, a Cornell College student" from Magnolia, in the western 
part of the state, committed suicide last week. 
The Keokuk Board of Education .-has decided against the teaching of sing-
ill the public schools of that city. : 
Burlington has twelve school buildings and employs seventy- ·teachers to 
instruct 2,771 pupils. . . .. , 
The census supervisor for the· fir.t district is ex-Supt. John W. Rowley, 
now editor of the Keosauqua Republica". It is a good appointment. 
Supt. Aldrich, oi Jones county, in four years receiv,?d for certificates $5g5, 
for registration $501, and from the state $200, total $1,396. Paid out for 
Normal Institutes $1,oRg.35 . Balance in the treasury. January 1,1880, be-
lonli!ing to the Institute fund, $306.65. 
The Educational Associatipn of Southwestern Iowa met at Atlantic <lasf 
Thursday afternoon, and orgamzed temporarily, with Supt. Frost, of C'ass ' . 
county, as , President, and Mr. James Ruane as ' Secretary. Mayor Morris 
welcomed the association "to the liberty and hospitality" of Atlantic in a good 
speech. The temporary officers were afterwards m!1de the permanent officFTS 
of the association. Btate Supt. von Coolln and I!resident Pickard made ad . 
dresses Friday afternoon and evening. . 
Mr. E. R. Free, Principal of the Gilman public school, dIed last week of, 
measles. He was .sick but a few days, and his death was wholly unexpecteq.. 
Mr. F. was a young man of fine abilities. He had charge of the Malcom, 
schools for two years. ' 
Gov. Gd.rsays:- · . 
The educational affairs of the state ,are ~ery ~atisfactory, still there ~ neces-:' 
sity for reforms. A vast amou~t of money is needlessly wasted. From the _ 
report of the State Superintendent, you see, he repo~ts 4,27:9 School District 
Treasurers, with funds in the'ir hands at the date of the report amounting'~~ 
$2,672,3°4'.79. The salary of these treasurers for 1879. was $48,834; 1lbeir _ 
delinquencies for 1879 are $45,65299, almost equal to their salaries. Their · 
delin·quencies from 1873 to 1879 are $491,518 51. Of the $2,672,3°4.79 oil 
hand, $1,77°.213 94 belongs to the teachers' fund, which is a. surplus they 
liave no use tor of So p·er cent. The law oug! t to be changed so as to pre-
vent" the accumulation of such a surplus, ilnd it would be ·great economy to. ' 
abolish the district treasurers altogether, and disburse the money through 
County Treasurers. ' It .would save $5o,~oo a year in salaries, and as much 
more in delinquencies. The sta~istics in this ,re~rt. . also show That" com- , 
pulsory' system of eduCation i~ much nlleded ill cities and towns at lust, and· 
the I;lecessary steps in thaC direction shouJd be. tak~. 
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An Iowa lady has won the distbction of being one of the first ladies ad. 
mitted 10 the university at Leipsig, Germany. 'The lady mentioned' is Miss 
Hattie Parker, daughter Of L. F. Parker, professor of Greek in the State 
University at Iowa City. Miss Parker graduated from the latter institution a 
couple of years ago. 
Says the Nashua Post: "And it comes to pass, also, that we have a young 
man who calls his girl experience, because she is a dear t~ach~r." 
ILLINOIS.-It was the pleasure of the editor' of this department to attend a 
Peoria County Institute at Elm wood Jan. 24. There was a good attendance 
&om Fulton county and Knox ?s well as Peoria. Among the .exercises given ' 
were a very clear explanation of the change of seasons and the phenomena of 
twilight, by.Mr. Fitch of G"lva, also a debate on comp!llsory education by 
Mr. Steele of Yates City and Frank Mathews of Farmington. Mr. Steele made 
a logical argument in Its favor and Mr. Mathews followed with witty and 
vigorous opposition. The entertainment furnished the teachers by the good 
ladies of E lmwood deserves ~pecial mention. Tables were spread in an ad-
Joining hall where all might dine together and thus have the whole noon in-
termis'sion to visit together instead of separating to take their meals among 
strangers. Supt. P,llsbury has the rare faculty of moving forward his work 
'luittly"promptly, and pleasantly. 
At the recent semi-mouthly meeting of Decatur teachers, Miss Wlltler, a 
former ward·school r rincipal of that place, gave impressions of Venice as 
formed during h~r last year's trip to Europe. 
The Amboy schools publi~h a monthly report of the names of pupils nei· 
~her ab.ent nor tardy. During the month ending Jan. 14, out of an enrollment 
of 598, there were only-two tardinesses. We should like ·to know whe(ber 
. any of the pupils 'ever stay out the whole' half day so as to keep from being 
-tudy. 
The state examinations for teachers' certificates this year will be held at 
Chicago, Oregon, Galva, Pontiac, Camp Point, Springfield, Paxton, Mattoon, 
Belleville, and Carbondale, on Aug. '7 to 20 inclusive. This makes examin-
ation at more places and fewer times, which strikes us as a reasonable sort 
of accommOtlation. 
Co. Supt. P. T. Chapman has addressed the f )Ilowing questions t~ the 
teachers of this county. 
At the close of your school, I desire you to write me full and complete an. 
swers to the following questions. . 
I. Do you intend teaching next year? 
2. Will you attend school during vacation? 
3. What success have you had in this school? 
4· Would you attend a "Normal Institute" at Vienna during' the month of 
July, or August if one were organized? . 
5· At what time' during the summer would you prerer an Institute? 
6. 'Vrite full and complete history of any new Methods of -Instruction you 
may bave introduced into your ~cbool tbis year with your succe~s in tbe same. 
. 7· Give any information wbich you think would be of interest or advantage 
to·the cause, of Education in tbis county. I 
OHI0.-Prof. John Ogden, of the eentral Normal School, at Worthington, ' 
and his associate principal, W. H . Tibbals, are making laudable efforts for 
tbe building up of the institution under tbeir charge. They are strongly en-
dorsed by the best educators in the state, anli by those students who have 
attended the institution. 
WISCONSIN,-.Th~ p;'airi~ du Chien City Schools, and a bit of H istory.-
The schools of this old and quaint city, which lies upon the ~ands ~here the 
Wisconsin gr~ets the Father of Waters, are quite well worthy of public men-
tion. Supt. A. C. Wallin is ably assisted in the work of the public schools by 
Mrs. H . P. Gentil and Misses Jennie Savage, Jennie Morrison, Belle Arm-
/ strong, Ella Fogarty, Katie O',Malley, and Louisa Gai1la~d. ' Some six weeks 
ago Prof Wallin 10 t by death his estimable wife. The loss fnlls heavily uprJD 
him, as this is the second time he has been called upon to bear snch grief 
, witliin the last eight years. 
T.qe·parochial schools of this city are largely patronized. . The St. John'S 
,Col)ege has lately been discontinued. The building is a stately one. It has . 
been used as a hotel, ho;pital, Academy, and last, as a college. The wealth. 
iest man in Wisc.)nsin lives. here.' His name is Douseman. He gained his 
wealth by commerce with the Indians. Old For.t Cr~wford, erected in 1825, 
presents views that the tourist will be pleased to linger around. Near by we 
see the residence formerly occupied by General Zachary Taylor. It was 
General Taylor's daughter that here el!>ped with Col. J eft'. Davis, who was 
once stationed here in com'mand Qf, a body of troops. It was h~re that Black 
H.awk was brought after his defeat and ca~tui"e on th~ Bad Ax. There liv~ 
I 
a lady here now who is forty. seven years of age. When a babe she was tom-
ahawked, scalped, and thrown away for dead during an Indian massacre of 
the whites. She now wears a silver plated scalp. 
This town was settled before the present Constitution of our government 
was adopted. The largest artesian well in Wisconsin is found here. The 
pontoon bridge across the Mississippi is a wonder in ,itself. It is owned by 
private parties and they charge a toll of one dollar per car for every car that 
crosses it. A. H. P. 
THE HOME: 
SONG WIIHOUT A SIBILANT CONSONANT. 
REV. J. H. CLINCH, So,Uth Doston. 
No, not the eye of tender blue, 
Though, Mary, 'twere a tint of thine, 
Nor breathing hp of glowing hue 
Might bid the opening bud repine; 
Had long enthralled my mind; . 
Nor tint on tint alternate aiding, 
That o'er the dimpled tablet flow 
The vermeil to the lily fading, 
Nor ringlet bright with orient glow 
In many a tendril twined . 
The bre1tbing tint, the beaming ray, 
The linear har~ony divine, 
That o'er the form of beauty play, 
Might warm a colda heart than mine, 
Dut not for~ver bind; 
Dut when to radiant form and feature 
I nternal worth a'nd feeling join 
With temper mild, and gay good nature, 
Around tbe willing h~art they twine 
The empire of the mind. 
[I have this ingenious, and very sweet "song" from Mrs. M. P. Colburn, 
to whom it' was given by the author. The attention of the WEEKLY is 
called to an article-and a very able one-by Mr. Clinch, in Barms' Monthly 
for December, upon the Metric System.-S. P. BARTLETT.] 
CHILDREN'S READING. 
TARPLEY STARR, Virginia. 
. UNDER the deluge of cheap printer's ink that is flooding our 
. country from east to west-and which threatens, by the 
way, to submerge many of the grand o.d land-marks of literature,' 
-not even bJ.by land remains any longer dry ground. 
The children now from two years old al)d under must have 
their books, periodicah, and newspapers. This is well enough, 
provided the pabulum be good wholesome "milk for babes," 
otherwise it is simply murdero~s to instill the poison of villainous 
black ink into white,' young souls. 
Certainly if the diffusion of knowledge-general, universal dif-
fusion-be enough to m'ake men know wisdom, we are trying the 
experiment to perfection! And if the generations to come are 
not the better for our efforts, and only turn out to be just the 
same poor "generation of vipers" that they have been in all the 
past ages, surely it will not be our fault! We can and must en-
joy the consolation of having done our very best to make men 
and women better and wiser and happi"er. 
That it is not in the unaided lore of the schools, nor in the 
wonder-works of the arls and sciences le'ft to themselves to bring 
its to this "consummation devoutly to be wished" we all know 
and feel instinctively without having to look around on the ex-
periences of everyday life, or backward to gather the truth from 
the cold, dry lips of a dead Greece and Rome. 
We are well aware that the m3.n with 'a giant's head and a 
dwarfs breast and tr\mk is a monster, and the deformity is net 
less mQnstrous and patent in the spiritual than in the ,natural 
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man. We are all quite as well aware that, other things being 
equal, the man of culture has the giant's advantage over the man 
of ignorance. 
And now, in our present system of education, so free, S0 wide, 
and full, if we can only keep to the ~trong symmetry of trut 
proportioll, can only let science take the cue from nature, and 
build with the same wonderful adjustment and relation of parts 
that she does, and see that the /uart within and the body without 
is kept and fed and trained along with the superincumbent htad, 
we shall i:;deed follow the lead .of a wise teacher and come to the 
triumph of a certain success. And 
FIRST, THAT WHICH IS NATURAL. 
We go the right way to make the better men and women when 
we begin with the children. And this present little generation 
of scholars, what advantages have they not over those of us who 
belong to the years back! 
With ·graded schools everywhere where they can learn every-
thing, and with children's literature opened before them without 
, measure or number, wliat is to, prevent them from climbing to 
the very topmost boughs of the tree of knowledge? Provided, 
. indeed, their appetites and tastes are controlled and directed so 
that they will know what and how much to eat when they get 
there-then indeed they will bea most favored crew of climbers; 
not only will be but are now, the most favored little mortals on 
the face of the globe! 
Only glance at their advantages. Here next ' to the enlight 
" ened home and holy church training c,mre the ,universal district 
schools, in which the very first intellects in the land are e!l)ployed 
' to take care of their dear ,little heads. And then supplementary 
, to tnese schools and auxiliary to this home and this church come 
th~ mlgazines and periodicals and excellent "Children's Read-
ing" that is stretching Its timely hands in both directions, and 
helping both parents and teachers, so that It is giving care to 
their morals and manners, and s\yeet little hearts, while it is ad-
ding information to their heads, and wholesome limb-exercise to 
the merry play,ground. And here . is the point. Rtading, 
worthy of being dedicated to childhood, must of necessity comply 
with these two requirements: ' 
I. To be auxiliary to the good home and the church influence. 
2. To be supplemental to the school-room and the play-
ground. 
These conditions fulfill~d it follows that Children's Reading, 
prop,er; must have the qualifications of moral excellence, sound 
instruction, and ' healthy amusement, 'and that the reading that 
p:>ssesses these in a preeminent degree is the fittest, safest, and 
most agreeable reading to be put int~ a child's hand. . 
Illustration is better than didactic ' assertion; yet among so 
many happy illustrations it is hard to particularize. -
Children's books are heaped around "thick as leaves in Val-
umbrosa,' ~ so monstrously heaped that we have not time so much 
as to glance a,t them. But for the wonderfully beautiful mag·a-
- ~ines, and papers, and periodical reading that are gotten up f~r 
the young world now, who can say too much? Is not their 
work a grand, a magnificent work? And, with such skill exer-
cised to make these things attractive, with the very cleverest men 
and women in the country writing for them, and the very best 
artists illustrating them, has not the entire American world, 
young and old, cause to congratulate itself that these publications 
are all; ,vithout an exception, so eXqctly what a chi1d's literaturt: 
ought to be~ high in its aim, happy in its work, and wholesome 
in -every: way , in its lnfluence P So many little white-winged 
messengers flocking like doves to their windows, such for exam-
ple as Y()ut/I's Compa1ziol1, Golden Butt, Golden Hours, Children's 
Hour, and many more of like feather-to know that each one is 
a true assistant to the struggling parent and teacher-a real good 
angel that is helping the poor little struggling feet to walk life's 
rough ways surely and smoothly-certainly it is a matter of sin-
cere congratulation and of deep and far-reaching interest. 
Of course as to their litt!rary and artistic worth, these publica-
tions are as varied as is the ability, mental, moral, and monetary 
of those who are instrumental in their creation. Their degree of 
ex~ellence is to be decided ultimately by .that ubiquitous judge, 
-Public Opinion; and just according to the amount of brain 
pm~er, of re.sthetic taste, and of mint-coinage that has been 
brought to bear upon the work will the decision be-the decision 
that is to give or take away from the juvenile .treasures their right 
of place hereafter in the permanent gallery of nursery art and in 
the standard library of childhood's ciassics. ' 
We put the monetary qualification along with the mental and 
moral because it belongs to these. Hard as the condition seems, 
the sweet fruit of genius no less than "the flower of lov~ depends ' 
on Fortune's shining." Circumstances must favor modest and 
therefore true merit until its young creation is known and ac-
knowledged or it may' die simplY from ·w.ant of su:;tenance. No 
genius on the earth but the genius of money but gets disguste~ 
and sick to death of blowing its own trumpet till all the world 
can hear the noise. 
Now, not many years since, there was started in Louisville,. 
Ky., one of the very cleverest periodicals for children that has 
ever .put in an appearance in this country. It was edited by that 
accomplished gentleman and scholar, Col. Davis, and was ~ 
model magazine in its way. As its name, Homt and Sc/zoo/" in-" 
dicated, it embodied the true idea of what children's reading 
ought to be. But it lived only a short time, leaving a, vacuum 
when it went out. ' 
Home and School, with some six other western publications, 
went into THE EDUCATIONAL WEEKLY, which will, we trust, 
prove "A burning and a shining light," since so many lamps 
have poured their oil into it. Long may it live and gre~t be its 
success! 
There was also, not long ago,- Tlu Littlt Corporal, of Chicago, 
edited by Mrs Miller. This was a brilliant little thing and a!! 
fair a representative of what our country has accomplished in the 
way of children's reading as CQuld well be' produced. This: is 
also. among the lost treasures. Or, rather, it emptied itselJ into ' 
the capacious and precious pack of St. Nicholas, which isnow be-
come quite a power in. Babyland, and is getting itself graduallr 
enshrined around the. penates of the mqdern fireside. Like its 
patron saint it is an ever welcome delight to the ch~ldren, 'si!lce 
it is so full of treasures, and unlike old Santa Claus it does not ' . 
keep its good things hoarded up for Christmas, ,but fetches them' 
to the little folks all the year round. . ", 
And last but first comes, Wi.fit Awakt. This is a splendid little ' 
monthly. The nonsense is such good, natural, child 'nonsense "the 
kissing full sense into words that have no sense," as Mrs. Bro'Yn'ing' 
says of the tender mother-knack. "Such things are corals to cu~ 
life upon.'" And its sense is the very !,oundest and wholeso~est 
sense that ever was put into little pates. The wqole atmosphere 
of the thing is so sunshiny and breezy it cannot but be healthy. 
The entire tone is so far--aw:ay from the silly conventi0natities,0f 
fashionable life, so perfectly natUl'al and simple and una~tificial ' 
that it draws the heart like 'a beautiful' ehild-not beautirul ,an11 
out a wen taQght and well mannefed, and h'eal~hy_ and hapPt --
, ' ~ • -:... • t • 
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cl1ild! This is why we like Wide Awake particularly. It is a 
need in the life of young America. It takes the frills ap.d fur-
belows from the girls, and the cigars and big oaths from the 
boys, and makes them real children j teaches ·them how to be 
merry and wise, to. be high· toned, and tender, and unselfish, and 
self-supporting, and above all to reverence whatever is venerable, 
to be staunch for faith and truth, to rise up before old age and to 
help the helpless everywhere. Its lead is in the direct ion of that 
pristine and patriarchal simplicity of living from whose b'eautiful 
and unaffected genuineness this young 'world has been drifting 
too far of late years. 
, Every child would be the better for its having, every home the 
richer for its getting, and every school the wiser for its reading. 
. We beheve it was one of the suggestions of THE EDUCATIONAL 
WEEKLY that it would be well to introduce Wide Awake as a 
reading-book into the school-room. · Nothing could be better. 
With its attractive dress and exquisite illustrations it takes the 
child heart captive before a word is read. And then the reading 
. is such charming reading j the beautiful stories, history, and in-
cidents 'making the best and wholesomest of tht home and school 
and play-ground to come before them j and then the little verses 
-could anything be happier? And here justice demands a word 
of admiration for · our own Southern country woman. Tliere is 
nothing, absolutely nothing, between its pretty covers of 
morning.glories and holly berries sweeter or purer, or more ar-
tisti~ than the little poems there of Virginia'S Poet Laureate, 
Margaret J. Preston. . 
OFFICIAL DEPARTMENT. 
ILLINOIS-CIR CULAR-Io. STATE CER TIFICA TES. 
D EPARTMENT OF PUBLIC INSTRUCTION. 
SI'RI~GFIELD, ILL., Jan. 10, 1880. 
State certificates are granted to teachers of approved character, scholarship, 
and' successful experience, by virtue of authority conferred by the 50th sec-
tion of the school law. The clause 0 f said section which confers said au-
thority is as follows: 
LAW CONCERNING STATE CERTIFICATES. 
"The state superintendent of public instruction is hereby authorize~ to grant 
state certificates to such teachers as may be found worthy to receive them, 
which shall be of perpetual validity in every county and school district in the 
state. But state certificates shall only be granted upon public examination, of 
which due notice shall be given, in such branches and upon such terms, and 
by such- examiners as the state superintendent and the principals of the nor· 
mal universities may prescribe. Such certificates may be revoked by the state 
superintendent upon proof of immoral .or unprofessional conduct." 
After a careful~consideration of what is believed to be the true intent and 
spirit of the law, and consultation with the presidents of the state normal· uni· 
yersities, it has been decided that applicants for state certifiCates should be re-
quireq to comply witl\. the following 
TERMS AND CONDITIONS. . 
1. To furnish to the state superintendent · of public ·instruction, prior to ex-
amination, satisfactory.evidence of good moral character. . 
2: To furnish to the .state Superintendent of public instruction satisfactory 
, , evidence ·of having. taugJit, with decided su~cess, not less than three years, at 
le,ast one of which shall have been in this state. The year in this state shall 
~ave been 'at a time not more than five year~ previous to time ef examination. 
;3. TQ p~s a very thorough examination in Orthography, Reading, Mental 
imd ~ritten Arithmetic, English Grammar, Modern Geography, History of 
.the United States; Algebra, the Elements of Plane and Solid (not including 
Spherical) Geometry, and the Theory and Art of Educa.tion'. . 
6. To write a brief ess(lY upon some. familiar topic announced at the time. 
CREDENTIALS: ---
In resped to mora.l character, the only object is to be sure that the appli-
cant is, in this respect, worthy. No set form of evidence is required, so that 
the fact of good character appears. If any applicant is personally known to 
the state superintendent, or the president of either normal university, as of 
good character, it will be sufficient to state that fact-no other testimonial will · 
bl' necessary. If not, written testimomals from one' or more responsible per_ 
sons acquainted with the applicant, will l e required. 
In respect to the lengtlt of time that an applicant has ' taught, his own decla-
ration, giving the time, place, and kind of school, will be sufficient. 
Touching the question of sucuss in te'aching, written testimonials from em 
ployers, or other responsible and competent persons acquainted with the facts-
will be required. Tlte evidence ·upon this point is vital and ·1nust be dear mId 
explicit . 
By "three years" teaching is meant three ordinary school years ' of not less 
than seven months each. . 
CONDITION PRECEDENT. 
Satisfactory evidence relative to character, length of time taught, and su c_ 
cess, must be furnished before a."candidate can bl: admitted to the examina-
tion-it is a condition precedent, and should be transmitted to the state super-
intendent, by each candidate, along with his application for examination, so 
. that, if defective, due notice may be given, and that there may be no disap-
pointment or loss of time in the inspection of credelltials, when the day of ex-
aminatIOn arrives. Anyone whose credentials are unsatisfactory, will be 
promptly informed. of the fa,et, and wherein, that the deficiency may be sup-
plied, if practicable, and if .no,t, he will be declared ineligible, and saved the 
expense of attendance. Attention .to these preliminaries is important. There 
is no time to inspect testimonials during the examination, and none can be 
examined without tqem. Persons who have attended an examination for state 
certificates at some previous time and .propose attending this year again, must 
furnish testimonials of character and teaching co~ering the time since they 
were last examined. 
Papers .forwarded as. testimonials mnst i.n all cases be orijinals. If any 
teacher Wishes the onglnals return~.d, copus thereof, for filmg in this office 
must be sent with the originals. When' copies are so sent, the originals will 
be returned, but not otherwise. 
BOARD OF EXAMINERS. 
None but practical teachers, of high character and di~tingl1ished professional 
ability, will be app:>inted upon the state board of examiners. So far -as possi-
ble the h9lders of state certificates will be chosen for members of that board. 
Eor each examination one conductor ·will be appointed who will have charge 
of the class and will make the oral examinations. 
There will also be appointed a board of · three or more, who will meet ~ 
some central point and receive from the different conductors the written work 
of all the candidate. and pass upon it after careful examination. 
Both the oral and written method; will be employed. The questions to be 
answered under each topic embraced in the examination, will be printed on 
~ips of paper, and consecutively numbered. Each applicant will be furnished 
with one of these slips, and with pen and paper. A defi.nite time will be ai'-
lowed to each topic. Each answer must bear the number of the correspond-
ing question. In questions r~quiring demonstr,ation or analysis, the entire 
work should be given, and I}ot merely the result or answer, sothat the several ' 
steps of the proces~ may. appear, a nd the board be the better enabled to judge, 
of the teacher's habits of thought and reasoning. 
In addition to written answer. to the printed questions, candidates will also 
be examined orally in reading and mental arithmetlc. 
When an' examination, both written and oral, is made in any branch,the 
applicant's standing in that branch will be th~ result of both examinations. ;, 
but the written examination will have double the weight of the oral in de-
termining the st~nding. 
PREPARATION. 
It will not make the ~maUest difference what text-books teachers have 
studied m any particular branch or science, so that they have the requisite 
knowleqge thereof. 
, MODE 9F AWARD. 
4· To pass a satisfactory examination in Natural Philosojlhy, Physical Ge 
?gr~phy, Ana,tomy and Physiology, Botany,'Zoology, Astronomy, and Chem-
. IS:~y, as these are deemed essential to tlfe highest success in some of the im-
. ·proved methods of primary mstruction, and as most of these branches wiD . 
embrace the rudimenlary principles only. 
5: 1'o ,PiJ.5s a sali.~ac(orj examinafion in the School Law of Illinois, es-
, peclally 1n those poruons thereof which relate to the legal rights and duties of. 
The. greatest care will be taken to make the examination and final judgment 
strictly impartial. To this end, all candidates will be known during the ex-
amination by tlumpers, and not by their real names. J ~ 
In.examining the papers, the board will note ,the grade of merit of eacn 
one opposite the number found thereon; and in. like manner, after all the pa~ teachers: I • 
,-,' 
'. 
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pers have been examined and the result summed up, said result will be placed 
after the proper number. Each set,of papers will be disposed of in the same 
way. 
After all the papers have been marked dljinitdy and finally, the marks of 
the oral examinations will be combined with the marks of the written work. 
Diplomas will be awarded only to those candidates who are unanimously 
recommended for them by the board of examiners. 
In determining the merits of the papers the examiners will be guided by 
the following principles: 
The work of the candidates will be marked on a scale of 100; and 70 is 
fixed as the average to be required for the whole examination. The branches 
have been arranged in groups, and the minimum for those in each group 
fixed, as indicated below. 
If a candidate gains the required average and does not in any branch fall 
below the minimum fi xed for it, he will receive the certificate. If a can'didate 
reaches the required average for the examination, but falls below the mitzimum 
in one or more brap ches, he will be admitted to another examination in those 
branches, and will be awarded a certificate when he has passed in each with 
a mark as high as the average for the' examination. Other candidates who 
fail will not receive any credit for work done. 
GROUP I.-Minimum, 70. 
I. Orthography. 4. Grammar. 
2. Reading. 5. Geography. 
3. Arithmetic. 6. Theory and Art of Teaching. 
GROUP II.-Minimum, 60. 
I. United States History. 4. Geometry. 
2. Algebra. 5. Physical Geography. 
3. Essay. 6. School Law. 
GROUP IlL-Minimum, 50. 
~. Botany. 4. Zoology. 
2. Chemistry. 5. Astronomy. 
3. Physiology. 6. Natural Philosophy. 
TIME AND PLACES. 
Examinations will be held this year AUGUST 17TH, 18TH, 19TH, and 20TH, 
at the following places: CHICAGO, OREGON, GALVA, PONTIAC, CAMP POINT, 
SPRINGFIELD, PAXTON, MATTOON, BELLEVILLE, and CARBONDALE. 
INSPECTION OF PAPERS-ANNOUNCEMENT OF RESULTS. 
No announcement of results can be made for some time after the close of 
the examination. The careful reading and inspection 01 several hundred 
pages of manuscript, with scrutiny of work and methods of analysis, etc., so 
as to dg impartial justice to all, require seve_ral days' time. The examination 
papers will be placed in the hands of the board of exaniiners, who will take 
them under advisement and report thereon as soon as practicable; and as soon 
as their report is received by the state superintendent, diplomas will be for-
warded, by mail, to those declared by the board to bl! entitled to them , Ap-
plicants whose papers are n,)t deemed satisfactory by the board, will be ap-
prised of the fact by letter. 
GENERAL REMARKS. 
Punctual attendance upon all four of the days will be very important. 
The rules governing the examination will be stated at the beginning of the 
examination, and certain general directions given, which there will not be 
time afterwards to repeat. Moreover, there will be full work for the class 
for the whole time, and a teacher arriving arte~ a portion of the topics have 
been written .upon, cannot make up for lost time without protracting the ex-
amination, which it will not be practicable to do. 
. A state 'certificate entitles the holder to teach in any county and school dis-
trict of the state, without further examination, and is valid for life, or so long 
as the 'personal and profess!onal reputation of the holder remains untarnished. 
It is, therefore, ~ot only the highest known to 01,lr system of publi~ education, 
and an Honor to those receiving it, but it has also- an important business value 
to all professional teacher.! It is the object of the law under which these 
,examinatioqs are held, specially to recognize and honor those experienced 
and successflll teachers who have given character and dignity to the profession 
in this state, and to furnish to young teachers a proper incentive to honorable 
exertion. JAMES P. SLADE. 
Superintendent .of Public Instruction. 
IOWA-SUNDRY RULINGS. 
1."The sub-director in district township, or the board in independent dis-
trict!j,_.should require from parties ¢esiring the use of the school-house', secur-
ity for its,proPFr use, and its protection from other inj.ury than natura) wear. 
2. A proper 'age, and a residence within the district, are the considerations 
which entitle a party to school privileges. The payment · of taxes has no ' 
bearing whatever, in such cases. 
3. "In the absence of any statutory pro.vision expressly requiring more, a 
plurality of the votes cast will elect. It is only in cases where the statute so 
provides, that a majority of all the votes cast is necessary to the choice of an 
officer." McCrary on Elet:;tions, page 142. In this State, there is an enact-
ment th'lt a plurality shall elect. See sec. 638, Code of 1873. 
4. In the trial of a teacher, when it is sought to dismiss him, all the pro-
visions of sec. 1734, S. L . 1876, must be strictly complied with, ' The board 
may not prevent the teacher from making a full defense, and the teacher may 
appear by attorney, or otherwise, as he chooses. 
5. We give a portion of the ruling of our supreme court in the first case 
brought before them involving the question of the power of the board to en-
force the study of specified branches. We quote from a decision given in 
the case of State v. Mizner: 
"We think the defendant (the teacher) 'should have plainly said to both· 
the prose cutrix and her father that she could not attend the school unless she 
was prepared to obey the rules in this respect. (This refers to the study of 
algebra, which wasrequired.) 
If a pupil attends schools, it must be presumed he submits hImself to the 
rules, but that is not this case. UntH compulsory education is' . established'; 
we are unwilling to sanction the rule that a teacher may punish a pupil, as in 
this case, for not doing something the parent has requested the pupil to_ be 
excused ~rom doing. The remedy in such case is not corporal punishmen' , 
but expulsion." . C. W. VON COELLN, 
DES MOINES, Jan. 17, 1880. 
Supt. of Public Instruction. 
UNVEILING VAILE. 
TH~ board of education of this city has in its employ a superfluous little fellow named E. O. Vaile. He makes some literary pretensions. but is 
known to fame chiefly as the author of "The 'I;rough"' a mechanico-agri-
cultural contrivance for watering the pupils of his school in a beastly and 
wholesale manner. He is ostensibly the prin9ipal ,of the Clarke school, but 
really is only keeping the place warm for a dashing young lady of the west 
side. He was elected contrary to th<: rule of the board making ~esidepce 
within the corporate limits of the city a prerequisite of apporntment in the 
schools, and therefore draws money .illegally from the school fund. He left 
Cincinnati alld Dayton, Ohio, under circumstances which made him dread the 
reference of board members here. to his pedagogical career in those cities. 
Last year he' failed dismally but ludicrously as a teacher in the high school, 
and was summarily dropped. He was once partner in the EDUCATIONAL 
WEEKLY, but retired on the decision of a board of arbitration. 'He had four-
notes against the WEEKLY at the time of his withdrawal, the payment Dr' 
which to him upon their maturity. has exasperated him to such a degree that 
approaching the final settlement and the liquidation of his claim he seems to 
have evidently lost his head. The numbe,r of letters he l1as written to injure 
the credit and standing of the WEEKLY since he has been out of ,t could cer-
tainly leave him but little time for his school duties, and the time he has spent 
going round out of school hours threatening publishers' agents with vengeance 
in case Jhey advertised in this paper would seem to leave him but little time · 
for that self-preparation s.o advantageous to all teachers, and so abseluiely- nec~ 
essary in his case. , 
By all current rumors and' authentic allegations he is an amusing failure in 
his present position, commanding the . respect neither of his head assistant, , 
his other assistants, nor his pupi·s. His last exploit was t<.l write a letter: to ~ 
our foreman, of which the following is a copy: ' 
DEAR SIR :~I trust you appreciate the importance of securing your week's, 
wages on Satur!iay fOI yourself aI}d ,help without fail. There are. various, 
rumors aRoat, but in which I have little faith. But wnat you -do not, get of 
your due on Saturday you may not get at ~ll. That is the day my note is 
due. Of the condition of other debts doubtless you are aware. E: Q. V. 
This iii not his only letter to the same person. In a former letter, and in an 
interview which it soliCIted and secured with our foreman, his questions. and 
apparent motives were too unmanly a!1d scandalous. for publication. He )!,as 
been equally busy with the pap,er company with whoJIl we deal anp. with other 
,parties with whom we nave or might have businesJ relations. He may be 
found a proper suJjI~ct for the deliberatioll! of the grand juQ'/ if indeed .h~ 
has not already r;iven himself, sufficiently away' fol" that pU1'Jlose. We do not , 
ask the b~ard to dismiss him, that is fixed for the end~ of thj: year ; '01' even " 
t " • 
I' 
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to investigate him; but we do respectfully suggest that the board give him 
wO,rk to do so 'as 'to distract his attention from the WEEKLY and the personal 
affairs of its e'ditors, or there may be another school sensation, and the princi-
pal of the Clarke, "for whom a vest could not be made out of the over-coat of 
Providence,"may become a confirmed mono ,maniac, and more than ever an ob· 
, ject of pity. He is paid up and off by this paper and his debt discharged; and 
if we hear another pestiferous peep from htm we shall not be responsible to 
the board of education for the mental equilibrium of their pestilent little ped-
agogue. 
o Vaile! vale! 
THE TEACHERS' MEETING. 
A PREACHER ON TEACHING. 
The Rev. Dr. Thomas, of Chicago, visited this town last week, and deliv-
. ered his lecture on "~ocial Forces." In this lecture he criticised the, "cram-
ming process" something as follows: He said that there is too much in the 
text books, of secondlry importance. That in some histories of the United 
States there are two thousand questions, many of which are on minor pomts, 
-such as the dates of unimportant battles, etc., etc. In geography he made 
nearly the s,ame criticism. He held that there is too milch local geography 
eught, i. e., too much stress is put on learning, the location of small and un-
Importantto'Yns, lakes, rivers, etc. He would have many of these questions 
eliminated from the text-books, and, if any substitution was made, have it 
contain morc important mltter, such as the philosophy of history, physical 
- geography, etc.; in the main, though, he woul~ have these books condensed 
for the ordinary pupil. He eulogized most of the work of the schools, and 
atated among other things that these free schools were training pupils to think 
and thatthinkmg had caused many a poor preacher to scratch his head for 
ideas. 
In the main the Doctor's lecture was ' very acceptable to his audience. 
S. D.C. 
LAGRAI\GE, IND., Jan. 20: 1880. 
GIVE US OUR DUE. 
Permit me, through the columns of your valuable plper, to call the atten 
'tion of principals to just one point. They little know th~ value of an occa-
sional word of commendatioll to their assistants and many of them care as 
, little. 
We are girls; and the majority of us wit~ a high sense of our duty and re-
sponsibility, in having to do with the educaiion of the future citizens of the 
state, and its possible members or Congress. _ 
'Ve have ioflY ideals and are trying with all our energies to do our work in 
the very best manner possible, to leave n ) stone unturned that may give us 
new ideas, or better our old,ones. You may say that that is just as it should 
be, and is no ~ore than is expected of us. Granted; but do you think that 
it would shorten our period, of usefulness, if an occasional word of commen-
dation should be offered to show us that our work is seen and duly apprecia-
ted? It could not hurt us, an,d who can estimate the good it might do? Prin-
cipals argue that teachers should not stoop to such tnfles; , that we should 
work for work's sake and not for praise. 
We don't work for praise. We work because we wan't to,-the majority 
of us do, at least-and we are not soulless machines unaffected by the moral 
atmosphere around us, and a word of judicious praise, in the, right place, at 
the right time, to the right person, might do a world of good. Principals as 
a class are not slow t9 blame, and' that severely, often unreasonably, when oc-
casion offers. Why Coln they not be equally desirous to commend? There is 
not a teacher living' who does not deserve praise-or perhaps' encouragement 
might be' a better word-someti1lw ; tho' her work, as a whole may not be de-
serving of coinmendation. " 
'Help us to work "onward and upward." Give us our due. S. D. 
Mf.LW"UK~, WIS., Jan. 16, J880. 
-,Senator Sharon once dined with a literary club in New York. At the 
table he quoted from history, and, so the story goes, a little man at his right 
join~qissue on the question. Sharon waxed a trifle warm"and insinuated that 
. bis opponent ll)ight b~ a clever sort of a man, hut history was not his forte. 
, After djnner Sharon remarked to a friend: "Who is that little fellow,there 
. - ,who disputed-mll dates?" "Bancroft, the hiStorian.". 
, , 
PUBLISHERS' NOTES. 
-We have bound several volumes of magazines lately in the very best style 
and at low rates, from 80 cents to $r.25. 
-We still need more copies of No. 143. If any of our readers have an 
extra copy they will do us a favor by returning it. 
- W rn. J. Richardson, of Buckstown, Pa., writes us that the Reward Cards 
which he ordered of us were iust the cards he n.eeded. So all testify who use 
them. See advertisement. 
-If you can't spare the $2,00 for your renewal just now, write and tell us 
so; we will continue to send you the paper, and you may send us the money 
any time within 30 days, or if after 30 days, send $2.50. 
-Read what is said about the employment of agents on our first editorial 
page~ If you think you can induce anyone to subscibe for the WEEKLY by , 
showing them a specimen copy please tell us so, and we will send you a few 
for use . 
-Subscribers will please notice our "Subscription Rates," printed above. 
Notice that the price of the paper ,js$l .50, but if paid in 'advance, $2.00. No-
tice also that the number on your addre.s label does not indicate the time 
for which you have paid, but the time for which you have received the paper 
sent, whether paid or not. 
-We ha~e had several inquiries as to the best means of preserving the 
WEEKLY. For regular use throughout the year, huy Emer,son's Patent 
Binder. We furnish it for 70 cents, 80 cents, and Sr.IO. For permanent 
binding, send your back numbers to this office and we will bind them in half 
morocco, with gilt' lettering, for $1 .25. If any numbers are missing, we may 
be able to supply them. 
THE EDUCATIONAL WEEKLY' (S. R. Winchell & Co., Chlcago,)'has lately 
been enlarged, and \;egins the new yea!: vigorously. It is the popular teachers' 
paper of the northwest. During the coming year some of the leading educa-
tors pf the west will contribute to its pages, presenting the latest thought on 
methods of teaching and tbe principles of pedagogy ; but while chiefly an 
educa~ional journal, it will embrace literary features of a high and interesting 
order. Price, $2.00 a year; Michigan edition, monthly, 50 cents a year.-
lIfichigan Trutlzteller. 
Cook's Grand EXCul'sions to Europe. 
People who contemplate traveling in Europe will consult their own inter-
ests by investigating the Grand Excursions arranged by Messrs. Thomas Cook , 
& Son, of London and New York, for the year 1880., We have before us a 
handsome pamphlet of 64 pages, just issued by the above firm, giving full 
particulars of their Tours, with details of routes and rates, which include all 
necersary expenses of traveling from the time ,he Tourist leaves New York 
till his return. A hand~cme Map of Europe shows the routes which Cook's 
Parties will follow. 
Three Grand Excursions will leave New York for Europe duri.ng the Spring 
and Summer. The first is the "Annual May Party," which will leave April 
29th. The second is the "Annual Educational Vacation Party," specially ar-
ranged for Teachers and Students, and leaving New York July 3d. The third 
is Cook's '~ Midsummer Party," which will leave New York July 31st. The 
last two Excursions give the choice of three routes. Each of these three 
Grand Excursions will be under the personal supervision of capable and ex-
per,ienced Conductors, and it is announced that there will be no crowding on 
the steamers, only two persons occupying a state· room. 
Many people have fallen into the error of supposing that to secure the ad-
vantages of Cook's system it is necessary to travel in parties and by arbitrary 
routes. This is not so. Three-fourths of the enormous business of the firm 
consists in supplying single travelers with International Traveling Tickets by 
all chief lines of Steamers and Railways to any part of the Globe. 
Private Family Parlies can sccure very fa'vorable terms, with choice of 
routes and many advantages, by availing themselves of the admirable sy.tern 
which nearly 40 years' experience has enabled this firm to perfect. We have 
not space for a more extended notice of the interesting pamphlet from which 
we have culled these facts. 
We netice many useful hints for tourists, Drief descriptions of the principal 
cities of Europe, and ~ very useful table, showing the compaJative value of 
United States and European Currencies. 
The book in question will be sent fJ:'e~ by return mail on receipt of stamp 
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give the POSt office and state/rol1~ which you wis~ the ad-
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Bound volume for 18n, Half Morocco, with g ilt stamp 
can be had for SS.oo. Covers alone, for any two volumes 
one )'e~r) 75 c,nts. . . 
If t,otice is ,.ent us of n. mi!'~ing number Immedlatelyon 
receipt of tuxt number, we will mail it free. Always give 
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NEW AND BEAUTIFUL REWARD CARDS 
. Fan SUNDAY AND DAY srHOOLS. 
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~cripture Text, Sentiment, Uible V t: r.iC, <.,.ood DeVice. and 
Hymnal Cards. 
A.ttractive; Desirable and Inexpensive, 
a nover erding 'ou'ce of delight to the httl e o"es. unfailing 
and invaluaule help to a ll teachers, religious and .ecular. 
S end lor price Ii , ts . 
S. R. WINCHELL & CO., 
Chicago, Ill. 
EDWARD DE ANGUERA'S 
OONSERVATORY OF MUS/O, 
103 State St"eet, 2i9 Park Ave. 
Pian05, Vocal Culture, Organ, Violin, Elocution, Violon· · 
cello, Guitar, Zither, Flute, and Piccolo, Cornet, Ge rman, 
~'renchJ.. Italian, and Spanish. Also H armony. C~:)Unter. 
ponil .rugue( t.omposilion, Thorough Bass, Read mg at 
light, and al other bra nches of Muslc. 
L, ROCHE. 
Engraver & Die Sinker, 
DBALER IN 
Amateur Printing PruSts. 
!.IANUFACTRRRR OF 
Rubber ,,s,.. Ribbon Stamps. 
L tnenmarkers & Doorplate~ . 
17f Randolph St.. Chitago' 
REWARDS OF MERIT. Te~che ... ~pricelistfree ' Samples 
rorloc.t~i1vernr ... tamn ... \F . F:. A(h\m~ · Hm . N . H 
USE A BINDER. 
.Subscribers wishinl! to keep theIr copies of The \Ye, kly in 
£"ood con iuoll, :lnd nave them at hand for refl!rence, !thould 
use a binder. We can send by mail, postage pi'id, a lIilrong, 
plain binder rOr70 cent', or a h~lldsome one, ha lfleather,for 
11 .1 0 . The.ce bindc:rs h ave been made eX[lres~ly for The 
We~kly, and are of the besf manufacture. The pa pers c a. n 
be placed in the binder week by week, thus keeping the file 
c,mplete. Address . 
S./J.WINCHELL d! CO., Publishers, 
81 .uhland Jllock L:l\icago. 
The ' Educational .W·eekly. 
SCHOOLS AND COLLEGES. 
1 01VA COLLEGE, Grinnell, Iowa. For cataloglle, etc. , address the President, GEo.F.MAGOUN, D .D. [chy 
CHANDLER SCIENTIFIC DEPT. of Dartmouth College. Liberal Education on a sc ientifi~ bru.is. Address Prof. E. R . RUGGI.ES, Hanover , N. d . cpe 
J ENNINGS' SEMINAR Y, Aurora, Ill. A school for both sexes. Thorough ins truction at low rates. Address (cph) MARTIN E . CADY, Principal. 
F'· ROEBEL KINDERGARTEN AND SCHOOL, 1I1rs A. B. SCUTT. corner Prairie Avenue and Twenty. 
second Strt!et. Chicago . 
M ARKHAM ACADEMY, Mihuauku, Wis. A thor· oughly reliable College '"- Prepal atory School lor boys. Established In ~864. A. Markham, Pnn. [cpu 
I LLINOIS INlJUSTRIAL UNIVl!;J{SJ'J Y, Cham· paign. Ill., J . M. Gregoryr..LL. D., Regent. College 
of Agriculture, College of l!.ngineers, College of Nat· 
ul .. I SCiences, College of Literature and Arts. Fall term 
begins Sept. II, 1877. [tf] 
5 T MAR}O' S SCHOOL, Knoxvill., Illinois. A Board· ing SchOOl tor Girls; First-class throughout: · a s':!te ChrIstian home, with the best advantages of education. 
Reference is made::: to patrons 111 nearly every city in the 
West. Itf) C . W . LEFFINGW KLL, D.D., Rector. 
L ASELL SEMINAR Y For 'young Women. Auburndale (near Buston,) ~lass. Homelike, practical, thorough. P arents seeking a first-class Ea!r.tern school, send for 
catalogu; . [cpr] C. C. BRAGDON, Principal. 
N ORTHWESTERN COLLEGE, Naperville. Ill., for both sexes. Full Classical, Scientific. German, 
Business, and Art Courses, with Preparalorr. Dep't. 
Unparalleled cheapness . Rev. A. A. Smith, A. II ., Prest. 
For full informal ion address Rev. Wm. Huelster, Treas. Ic p] 
S YRACUSE UNIVER5ITY, at Syracuse, N . Y. The Univer<ity has now th " following departments In op· 
eration: Coll,g. of Lib.ral Arts-E. O. Haven, D. 
D., LL. D., Chancellor. M.dical Coll.g.-F. Hyde, IIl.D., 
Dean Col/,g. 0/ Fin. Arts--G. F. Comfort, A. M., Dean. 
For A .. nua/s and other information, apply to E. O. HA. 
VBN, Chancellor. 
H IGH SCHOOL DEPARTMENl of State Normal University. Special attention is paid ~Q fitting young 
men for College. For years its graduates have enter-
ed Harv\lrd, and other fir.,t-class college!), without conditions. 
The English COllr.,e presents rart: opportunities to young men 
preparmg for bLisiness, or young ladies desiring a thoroagh 
course of stud y. For further mlormation address E. J . J ames, 
Ph . D .. Normal. III . 
/
LLINO I.\ S1A TE NORMAL UNIVERSITY, fOl 
. the special preparation of teachers . The (ull course 01 
study reqUIres three years. Tuition free to those who 
pledge themselves to teach In the state: to others, '30 pt!:r 
yc::ar. H;~J, .ScnotJ/ Dt'/>art'n~HI offers the best advantag~ . 
for prepanng for college or for business. Tuition, .30 per 
year. GYt,,,,inar Se4,,0/ DejJfI, rtlll~"t furmshes excellent 
far.iHties (or obt.'"lining a good, practlc.al education. Tuition, 
~S per year. Primary D~part",~"t, a charming place for 
ne "little folks ." Term uegins Sept .• , 1819. F or rarticu. 
an address Edwm C. Hewett. President, Normal, II . If 
OHIO CEN1RAL NORMAL, ""d Ki"d.rgart." Trailting' School. Reorganized WIth full faculty . Three fUll courses, one, two, and three years respect-
Ively, togt ther with StlJtl! B oard o/h.lstyuC/iolt, composed 
of six leadin2 Superintendents and Professors in the state-
six courses of lectures, one week each, commencing July 7, 
and clos ing witn graduating exercises, Aug . IS, 1879. . 
Kinaerrarte1f, and Traillhl,f' Class, open at IS6 Huron 
St., Cleveland, 0. , from October to April: and at Worlh· 
ington from April tn Or-I.ober: Wilh pri vilege (to ladies) of 
entering at any time, and completing the course at etther 
place. Address JOHN OGDEN, Prin., 
Mrs. A. B. OGDEN, Kindergarlller Worthington O. 
Prospect St., Cleveland, O. . 
~~. 
ST. JOSEPH, MO. 
Full particulars sent to any addrecs upon receipt of stamp; 
but no attention to postal!;; t"f j;pecimen hllnte~ . 
. THOS. J. URYANT, Prest. 
Boston UlliYcrsity 
Offers in CollegJ~te and Post.gr"du~te studies, In Theology, 
Law, and Medicine, the choicest or Eastern Advan-
tages. Address Tlu Registrflr. 





By P rof. R. C. CUMNOCK. Price, $' .75. 
" l! se~ms to me one of the ft!w thorou~hly ~atlsfaC:tory 
books in its. line. I knolV of no classified collection o( read· 
ings at all to be compared with it."-Prof. Rockwood, Statl 
NOYlllal Scnool, Wt'sconsin. 
Primcr of Political Econo·my. 
By A. B. M .\5 ,)N and J . J. LA LOR. Price 60<ts. 
U\Ve have givtn it a pretty thorough examination, and in 
ourjud~m'nt, it i~ b,tter ad~pted for the use of the youth or 
our public school; than any othe r w~rk on 'the subject tba t 
we can cJ.ll t:l min j!'-G ,z!!!e, Cillc:nnt,t.i 
AU~1Ual Analysis. 
By Prof. ELLIOTr WHIPPLE. Price, 15 Cis. 
HAn excellent book for the young stude It beginning rool-
ogy. It sY:ilem :ltiz~s observation and d irects attr.ntion to tho 
important character.; upon which classific3t\On depends."-
Pyesid!1. t M"rcy, Nort/lwesterll Univ!rsity_ .. 
UalUtal of tile Vertcbrates. 
By Prof. D. S JOnDAN. Price , ~2.!0. 
' ·Dr. J ordan ha. embodied in this work the latest results 
ofz)olog cal science, and we know 'of no Similar book which 
contain)) so much and so relia.ble information suited to the 
special wa.nts of students in the field or class.room." -Nlw ," 
Enrlaltd 70 .. rnal tif Education. . 
COOD REAOINC .. 
Ufe of Benetlict Arnold. ~ 
His P "triOlism and his Treasl,\ . lly Hon. I . N. Arnold. 
CrJwn Bvo, gilt top. Price, $z.50. 
uOf great merit and historical value. It can be read with 
interest and profit for what I~ tells ofa period which is f;AI 
fading out of knowledge."-ExprlSs, N.w Y"rk. 
Motives of Life. 
By Prof. DAVID SWING. Price. $ •. 00. 
· 'Prof. Swing 'writes with the simplicity, the earnestnesl, 
and the honesty which comes of a sincere deVOlJon to ' all that 
is best, a T d noblest, and purest in life and characteri"-
E1I,"ing Post, KrdJ York. 
Ingersoll and noses. 
By Rev. SA~IUEL 1 YE) CURTIS3, D . D . Price, '1.25 
"The bo , k is characterized by ripe scholarship and &>:eat 
flirness and cO\lrtesy in :l\-gument. I t is the strongest argu.· 
ment yet made against the sophistries which . have been 10 . 
widely adv.rlised during the ' past few years, maInly throu&h 
the lectures of Col. lngersoll."- The 1,,~er·OCla,.. 
Short History. of F~·ance. 
Fo.r Young People. ny Mi •• KIRKLAND. Price, 111.50. 
"The narrative is not dry on a single p ,&,e, and tb.little 
history ma y be commended as the best of its kind that has 
yet appeared ."-n~llelin, PMlatI.ipkia. 
BeUe and the Boys. 
A New Juvenile. By Mrs. c. F. CORBIN. Price; I'.25., .. 
"It seems just the book to be appleciated by fair, sweet 
yonng girls, and brave, manly boy., Handsomely print'Cd! , 
and illustrated, it is o~ or the prettiest juvenile books of the 
year."-A11I. n""kstl/er. N. Y. 
Tales of 'Ancient Greece. 
By the Rev. Sir G . W. 'Cox, Bart, M. A • . Price, $ •• 60. 
"The grac~ with which these 01>1 lales .of the mythology 
are retold makes them >s enchanting to the youn&, as tamiliar 
fairy tales, or the Arabian Nights.".,...Pu6litRer.' lVelkl)'. 
&"Sold by all booksellen. or sent by mail, postpai~, ~ 
receipt of p I ice b~ the publishers. . ' 
'Jans~n, McClurg' & CO" . 
11'1 ,a~ 119 St~e ~t"~I, CI,/£cago,. 
Three Great Oities of the'West 
CHICAGO AND 
The entire Tralne, conlistlng of an entirely n ....... and superior equlpmu: t <'If Baggage 
Carl, Day Cars. Smoking Cars, ·Palace R .. cllnln.: Chair Can and J'ullman 
Palace Sleeping Ca rs, run through direct, without change, fcom 
OHIOAGO TO KANSAS OITY, 
'OHIOAGO TO ST. J OUIS, and 
ST. LOUIS TO KANSAS. OITY. 
NO EXTRA CHARGE FOR SEATS IN PALACE RECLINING CHAIR CARS 
UNION DEPOTS IN CHlCAOO, ST. LOUIS AND KANSAS CITY. , 
NO ·GHANGE OF GARS {8~}~:~~ :~~ I.f~~n;-,~~~~~ty. . ChIcago and, Peorin, and 
BET~EEN St.. Louis and Kansas CIty. 
The best and qnlckest route from CHICAGO to 
MEMPHIS, MOBILE, NEW ORLEANS AND ALL POINTS SOUTH VIA ' ST. LOUIS. 
Th." Short LtD.'" to 
MISSOURI, ARKANSA8, TEXAS. KANSAS, NEBRASKA, ' 
COLORADO, NEW MEXICO, ARIZONA, CALIFOI\NIA, &C. 
The Grea,t Excursion Bottfe between the North al'ld South, and to 
K(LnSaS LandS and Colorado H ealth Besort~ and 
Mining Districts. 
:a.!l:ea1s in.. Pa1aoe :J:)in..in..g Cars, 75 Cen..1:SJ 
For Tickets Ilnd Information apply at any Coupon 'i'leket Office In th e United States nnd CMlada, or to 
JAMES CHARLTON, General Passenger and Ticket Agent, Corner Dearborn and Adams Streets, Chicago. 
-----,_. --.--
, J. C. McMULLIN. (jeneral Manager, Chie~_o. ____ _ 
. $1 "MERICA~n!'~~~~~t,t!,i!?g~~TIONARY $1 
I It contains every useful word in the English language, With Its true meaning. spelling and prODun- I 
.' ' cialtOn. In addiuon to the dictionary the work contains the Declaration of Independence, with the 
. ' names of the signers; Constitulion.of the United States; History of the American Flag; Weights and Measures; the 
principles of correct Pronunciation ; lis t of words Commonly Mispronounced; how to speak with Elegance and Ease; a 
.', list a Slang and Vulgar Phrases ; ChronologIcal Hislory; list of MYlhological and Classical Names; Nicknames of the 
~ <.,;iti~ of the U . S ; the dlscoverY4 discoverers and early settlers of the U. S.; Interest Laws and Insolvent and Assign-
", mentLaws or each State, and a vast amount of information upon Science, Biography, Hist01Y, Cities, Colleges, Railroads, 
. Canals . Army and Navies,rate of Mortality, Land Titles, Public Lands, etc, The work is a concise and portable Cyclo-
pedIa of very useful and valunble information, and from if a writer or a speaker can glean an amount of real knowledge im· 
possii)le to find .elsewhere·collected in one book, In one handy volume, bound in cloth, with gilt back, Sent prepaid, 
upo receipt 6[81.00. 
W. ATL~E S)lITH & . CO., . 
Agents Wanted. p, O. Box, 2455, 50 N, Seventh Street, Philadelphia, Pa, 
lJ)he book is well worth the money, and the advertisers are reliable .-PMlada, Agtnts' Herald, 
The work is a perfect library of useful knowledgei and r<u,arkably cheap. We can recommend the advertisers 10 our 
, cader s,-Pltilad.tphia Sunday/f.",. \ 
~' '. . , . . 
ONLY $1.25 MORE 
Will secure a copy of The NationalSunday School Teacher for 1880. The clear 
and analytical Class Outlines, the full and attractive Bible Readings, and the rich 
and suggestive Notes and Comments, make The Teacher one of the best helps in 
the Studf, the Prayer Meeting, and the Sunday School. As a Superintendent 
lately ~rote -us" "The Class'Outline alone is worth fhe price of the magazlIle." Reg. 
ular pI>lce reduced to $1.21) per year. CI).lbs of I)"or more $1.00 each. .Sample,free : 
', ADA,~IS,B1ACKMER, &. LYON PlIB. c CO., C,HICAGO, ILL. ' 
, _ BU~rfi~ld'S S~stem , of PWlctuat,ion, . I H. C. KOCH'&- CO., 
Being a ConcISe T feause on Grammatical and Rhetorical ARCHITECTS AND SUPERINTENDENTS 
.. Punc,ruatiol1 ~or the use of schools., By C. W . Butlerfield, School Architecture a Specialty, ' . , 
lIound:in fieluble cloth, PrIce 40 cents; postpaid. 
W. J; PAR~Publishers,M;adison, Wis: Comer Wlsconsin,St" and BroadWay, Pfister', B1ocIt. . . MILW~UK1tE. ,WIS. 
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THE ONLY·MEDICINE 
That A;;;ttile Same Time on 
THE' LiVER, ' 
THE BOWELS, 
and the KIDNEYS. 
ThMP great organs are the natural clenns· 
ers of Lhe system. If they work welll health :!~:iI =~~ ~;e :~l ~~g~~~~~gged, 
TERRIBLE SUFFERING. ' 
Biliousness, Headache, DlIJpepsin, Jann. 
dice, Constipation nn(1 Piles, or Kid· 
ney Complaints, Gravel, Dlnbetes, 
Sediment in tile Urine, llnky 
er Ropy Urine; or Rlleu. 
matic Pains nnd Aclles, , 
nre developed because the blood Is poisoned 
with the humors that should have been 
expelled nllturnlly. 
KIDNEY.WORT 
wfll restore the henlt hy nctlon .nnel nil theRe 
destroying evilS will be banls,led; neglect 
them nnd you wfllllyo but to "urfer. 
Thousands have been cured. Try It a!,d you 
wlJllldd one more to the number. 11lke It 
' and health wllloneemoregiaddenyourheart •. 
Why,suffer longer from the torment 
of an aahln'g baok? . 
Why bear suoh distress from Con-
stipation and Plies? ' 
Why be so fearfu.~ because of dis-
ordered urIne? "-.. :., ' _ 
Krmmy.WORT will cure you. Try 11 pael, 
age nt once nnel be satisfied . it ~ a dry vegetable compound and , 
.Ono Packllgemakes six qnarts ofM<:!,licine. 
Your Druogist has It, 0" !Oi!l O~I it for 
1/ou, 1nalill "l,on hafJ/ng It: PrIce, ~1.OJ. 
)WELLS IlIORAllIlSON t CO., Proprletoru, 
" (Wltl~l""tl"'i" .) - Burlington, vt. 
THE EDUCATIONAL " 
Purchasing Agency. 
ANYTHJ~G YOU WANT-IN THE LINK OF 
Books, Stationery, Periodicals (American or 
Foreign), Maps, Globes, Teachers' Reg-
isters, Blackboards, Scho,ol Fur-
niture or Apparatus, Pens, 




erence Books, School 
Record Books, School Dist. 
Records, Reward Oards,-Mottoes, 
Blanks, Slates, Liquid Slating, Oharts, 
Minerals, Oabinets, Di~tionaries, Envelopes, 
BOOK-BINDING, 
PRINTING, ELECTROTYPING, ETC.; 
In short, 'anything needed by schools, boards of ~duca~iop, 
teachers, superintendents! puplls, ' or parents, can be obtained 
promptly and satisfactori y through this agency , 
, Prices and descriptive circulars furnished on applicat,o,n, 
Perfect Satisfaction Guaranteed. 
All inquiries promptly answered when stamp is encloseo 
, wltn letter of iuquiry • 
S. R. WINOHELL, Manager, 
Ashland BlOck, Chica&o. 
